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KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY
Murray. Ky.. Monday Afternoon. June 20. 1983

MSU regents approve
$40.2 million budget
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The Murray State Board of
Regents passed a $40.2 million
budget Saturday, but spent more
time discussing the fate of a few
thousand dollars.
After approving the second half
of MSU's biennial budget, the
regents also approved paying
outgoing President Constantine
Curris for his accrued vacation
time — but not before adding the
same consideration for departing
vice president Marshall Gordon.
The regents also compensated
Gordon for his service as acting
president during the Currisregents litigation in 1981, based on
a promise some regents said was
made in closed session at the time.
Both Curris and Gordon will be
paid for up to 30 days' vacation
time. Curris has accrued 36 days;
it was not known how many Gordon has accrued. Officials did not
know how much the compensation
would amount to, but it would be
based on the daily earnings from
the two officials' salaries. Gordon
was also awarded $2,500 for serving as president.
Of less controversy, but more
importance to the university were
unanimous passage of the budget,
and the board's acceptance of the
Mississippian mounds ("Ancient
Buried City") near Wickliffe, and
Savage Cave in Logan County.
Both of the latter were given to the
university at no cost. They are important both as archaelogical sites
and as valuable assets for the
future of the MSU anthropology
department.
The budget calls for a 5.4 percent increase in spending over last

year's budget ( seven percent in
education and general expenditures), and a 15 percent increase
in tuition as mandated by the Kentucky Council on Higher Education. In-state undergraduate fulltime tuition will jump to $388; instate graduate, $427; out-of-state
undergraduate, $1,163; and out-ofstate graduate, $1,279. Housing
and dining costs were not increased.
Salaries were increased five
percent for faculty and professional staff, plus 1.5 percent based
on merit. Classified personnel
received 5.5 percent with 1.5 percent merit to be available at midyear.
The Faculty Senate had asked
for a 7.5 percent across-the-board
increase with 2.5 percent merit.
Regent William Howerton noted,
however, that pay increases for
most state and federal employees
have been just 3.9 percent, and
that 71 percent of the new education and general expenditures in
the MSU budget went toward
BUILDINGS BURN — Four adjacent buildings — two barns, an
salaries and fringe benefits.
unoccupied house and an out-building — located on Overbey Lane off Kentucky State Police arson investigators will begin a probe into the
The percent of expenditures
incident, routine procedure following fires
Kentucky 121 three miles south of Murray were destroyed by fire
of this type, squad
devoted to instruction remained at
late
members said. Fifteen men and five trucks were
Sunda
night,
y
sent Sunday night.
accord
ing to Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad Callo
41 percent, according to Budget
way County Sheriff's Office and Murray Police
report
The
s.
struct
Department
ures
were
about
25-30
yards apart. Early this mor- assisted.
Director Don Chamberlain.
ning, squad members returned the the scene to extinguish anothe
Faculty have noted with concern
r
out-building fire. Owners of the buildings are Ed and Don Overbey.
that percentage's decline over the
years.
Howerton also pointed out that
health insurance costs are up by
$135,000 ( 15 percent) in the new
budget. He asked how MSU's
percentage of fringe benefits costs
compares with those of other
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP) Sally Ride, America's first space
ty of Texas where commander cleared Challe
universities. Finance committee — Challenger's astronauts connger for landing.
oman, plunged buoyantly into Robert Crippen went
to school.
chairman Michael Harreld said he verted their shuttle into an orBut Ms. Ride was none to eager to
three days of science and
"We suppose that only the truly end her pionee
intends to work with the budget of- biting factory today, activating a
r flight, insisting,
technology following the faithful are up in Houst
on at this "I think we'll go around." The
fice to clarify those kinds of dozen drug and metal processing
weekend's doubleheader release hour," astronaut
John Fabian, astronauts return here Friday
figures before the next budget is experiments -- crucial steps of two commu
nications satellites.
mindful that it was 1:18 a.m. morning at 6:53 a.m.
formulated. Costs of housing and toward the eventual industrializaEDT.
there, told capsule communicator
dining, athletics, the appropriate tion of space.
Aboard the shuttle, the
They were awakened early to- Mary Cleave.
use of reserve funds, and comparastronauts dropped the pressure
The five astronauts, including day by Mission Control playing
a
Challenger passed over Cape in their cabin from
Today partly sunny with only
ing "benchmarks" of compensaan Earth-like
snatch of the Texas A&M Aggie
Canaveral early today and the 14.7 pounds per squar
a 20 percent chance of aftertion for each faculty level are
e inch to 10.2
"War Hymn" followed by a glee crew reported it could see
noon lhunderstorms. High in
psi. The purpose was to see how
among the areas that should be
club
versio
of
n
"Tufto
nia's
Day," thunderstorms near the runway well they could
the mid to upper 80s with light
studied, Harreld said.
manage the reducthe school song of Tufts Universi- where the spaceship is to land.
southeast winds. Tonight partly
ed pressure for 30 hours. With
"We need more analysis so this
ty,
where
pilot
Rick
Hauck went to
"Will you have that cleared out lower pressure,
cloudy. Low in the mid to upper
board fully comprehends where
astronauts would
college. Texas A&M is the alma
by Friday?" Ms. Ride requested. not have to pre-br
60s with calm winds. Tuesday
the resources of this university
eathe oxygen for
mater
of Gerald Griffin, the
Mission communicator Terry three hours to
mostly sunny and very warm.
are heading and can make some
eliminate the
Johns
on
Space
Center
From
direct
Staff,
or,
AP
Hart
Reports
said they were right on the possibility of getting
High in the mid to upper 80s
intelligent recommendations,"
the bends
and
the archrival of the Universi- runway centerline and jokingly
JACKSON, Tenn. — Attorneys
with light southeast winds
during spacewalk exercises.
Harreld said.
for
a
rape
victim
whose name was
LAKE LEVELS
Harreld noted tuition pays for
broadcast by a radio station say
Lake Barkley
only 16 or 17 percent of the budget,
359.6
they will continue to pursue the
Kentucky,Lake
adding,"We are unfortunately go359.6
ing to have to see that percentage woman's $1 million lawsuit even
though a jury failed to reach a verrise in order to see what we would
dict in the case.
like to have done," or else rely
Judge James Weatherford
One Section —14 Pages
more heavily on contributions.
By CHARLES HONEY
declared a mistrial Saturday
Aces
9
The budget was delayed this
Staff Writer
night after the jury of eight men
Classifieds
12, 13
year by revisions the finance comIt was a night of toasts, praises,
and
Comics
four
wome
n reported they
12
mittee made in the budget proposhigh humor and warm farewells.
could not agree on a verdict in the
Crosswords
12
ed by Curris, and by the commitBut beneath the mirth, good food
suit
Dear Abby
filed by Margaret Ann
tee's request that Chamberlain
and goodwill at Saturday night's
Mueller.
Dr. Lamb
14
change the format to make the
going-away dinner for Deno and
Henry Sutton, Miss Mueller's atHoroscope
Jo Curris was the undeniable
budget clearer for the regents.
torney, said the lawsuit would be
Murray Today
awareness of the painful split at
Harreld congratulated
pursued in a second trial.
Obituaries
14
Murray State University that
Chamberlain and his staff for
"We won't give up," he said.
Perspective
precipitated Curris' departure as
revising the format in a short
Miss Mueller, daughter of a
Sports
10,11
president. In toasting him, others
period of time, even though they
Jackson physician,sued radio stareferred indirectly to the attempt
weren't required to do so.
MISS
tion WDXI; the station's former
by some regents to fire him in
Harreld said the committee's news
YOUR PAPER!
director, Greg Delaney; and
1981;
but only Curris himself admajor
revisi
ons
of
Curris
' figures Jackson-Madison County General
Subscribers who hove not
dressed the touchy issue head-on.
were in "allocation of salaries." Hospit
received their home-delivered
al because she was iden"Buildings, portraits and dinThe final salary figures were "a tified
copy of The Murray Ledger It Times
as the victim of a 1978 rape.
ners are no substitute for human
little different than we had
The lawsuit charged that
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
decency," Curris told more than
originally proposed, in order to re- becaus
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
e the station broadcast her 400
friends and colleagues in the
tain
some
good
people
."
There
name in connection with a news
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
building newly named after him,
were some "philosophical dif- report
about the attack, she suf- the
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri.
Curris Center. It was the
ferences" between himself and fered menta
l anguish and was decency
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satyr.
Curris, Harreld said, but no major stigma
offered by supporters
tized.
days.
during
(Continued On Page 2)
"the
dark hours" of the
(Continued On Page 2)
regents' dispute that "made it
possible for Jo and me to restore
our human dignity," he said. And
JOKING WITH DENO — Departing MSU President Constantine
it was to those supporters that
"Deno" Curris cracked up at the remarks of one of his many wellCurris gave the evening's final
wishers, at a reception in his honor Saturday night. The reception
toast.
was held in the lower level of the former University Center, now
Curris' last address at MSU was
named the Curris Center in recognition of Curris' accomplishments
brief but forceful, full of praise for
in his 10 years as president.
those who supported him but with
Staff photo by Charles Honey
strong words about those who Christopher, Billy Morga
n and
Beside
s the naming of the center
sought to oust him and about Jere McCuiston.
after him, Curris was honored
threats to MSU's future. During
"If you do nothing, you can be
his presidency, he said, "I have sure some of the same political with a portrait of him to be hung
there, and the establishment of
come to know the goodness of considerations that brought
this the Constantine W. Curris
many people and the evil of a university to its knees will again
Fellowship for advanced graduate
few...My heart bleeds for what prevail," Curris told his hushe
d and professional school study.
has happened these past two listeners.
Former MSU art educator Clara
years."
Curris' taUc -capped not just the
M. Eagle announced the program,
He had special praise for four night's four hours of activities but
and
said friends have already conregents who "served this universi- his 10 years as MSU's sixth
presity in its -darkest hours": Bill dent. Hired at age 32, he was Ken- tributed $8,060 to the fund. The
Carneal, Sara Page, Charles tucky's youngest university presi- MSU Foundation will administer
the fund at no cost.
Howard, and Ed Settle. He also dent and served MSU longer than
The Curris Center Ballroom was
lauded the appointment of five any other except Dr. Ralph
filled
with MSU alumni, staff and
new regents, following the Woods. At the end of June he
and
students; current regents Richard
governor-requested resignation of his family will leave Oakhu
rst for Frymire, Robert Lawton, William
former board members, as a pro- Northern Iowa University,
Howerton, B.M. Westberry and
spect of hope for the future.
12,000-student campus of whIlrh
Alan Whitehouse; several former
However,the present board "re- Curris was named president Friregents including Howard, Page,
mains
divided," Curtis added, day,
ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL — Clara Eagle, silversmith and forme
Glen Doran and Lochie Hart;
r chairman of the Department of
and urged that the audience enArt at Murray State University,shares a few comments with an interested
Saturday night's affair was ap- political and judici
buyer during the Arts and Crafts
al officials such
coura
ge the next governor not to propriately held at the former
Festival this weekend at Fenton Recreation Area just off U.S. 68
as Rep. Freed Curd, Sen. Greg
past the Eggner's Ferry Bridge. The event
re-appoint the three regents who University Center, which
was co
-sponsored by TVA and the Murray Art Guild.(See related photos on Page
Curris Higdon and District Judge Ed
2.)
refused to resign: Ron was instrumental in gettin
g built.
(Continued On Page 2)

Astronauts looking for use for space

partly sunny

Rape case jury
reaches no verdict
in Tennessee trial

Reception honors Curris
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(Continued From Page 1)
"I didn't anticipate a hung jury.
I figured the jury would have gone
one way or another. It's
frustrating for me to spend a
whole week there in Jackson)
and there be no decision," said
Delaney, now news director at
WSJP-AM in Murray. He added a
decision either way could have
had a strong bearing on the newsgathering processes of all types of
media.
"We WDXI ) contended we had
an absolute freedom of the press
to report those things of public
concern."
Delaney said the incident was
reported because, at the time,
there had been a series of rapes in
the area. Miss Mueller's name
was used in a 6:25 a.m. broadcast
then pulled after she complained
to the station.
In his closing argument to the
jury, Sutton maintained that his
client had a right to privacy and
that the radio station had no
legitimate need to broadcast her
name several hours after she
reported to the police that she had
been sexually attacked.
Sutton said although the news
media had a right to publish her
name, he said ethics dictated that
her identity be withheld.
Defense attorneys argued that
her name became a part of the
public record when she filed a
police complaint.
Franklin Murchison, the attorney for the radio station,
argued that a man accused of a
crime, including rape, is entitled
to be protected from false accusations. He said that right is protected by the news media's
freedom to publish the name of the
victims of alleged crimes.
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Arts & Crafts Festival
Several unique people were on hand at the Murray Art Guild-Land Between
The Lakes Arts and Crafts Festival Saturday and Sunday. One of the most interesting people was woodcarver Desmond Hall (top left), Fredonia. Hall was
winner of "best booth" during the 1982 festival which changed his life. He said
his career as a woodcarver has picked up since that time and he was signed to do
several pieces featured in "The Dollmaker," Jane Fonda's new movie. (Top
right) There was standing room only for the Devil's Elbow Fiddlers' Championships, held Saturday. Local winners included James Ray Hamilton, first, banjo,
and Continental Bluegrass, first, bluegrass band. The band consists of
Hamilton; Mike Henson, bass; J.W. Groves, fiddle; Ronnie Barnett, mandolin;
Dena Armstrong, guitar; and Winn Pulley, guitar. The event was co-sponsored
by TVA, WRMS-FM and the Jonathan-Aurora Action Committee.(Bottom left)
David Day,Memphis,delighted passers-by with his works of stone.
•

440111111•
A NIGHT OF WARMTH AND MIRTH — Constantine Curris and his wife Jo,seated at the head table in the
Curris Center Ballroom, enjoyed the comments of alumnus William Logan and several other persons who
toasted them. At Mrs. Curtis' left is regents Chairman Richard Frymire, and to Curris' right is Frymire's
Staff photo by Charles Honey
wife Phyllis.
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(Continued From Page 1)
Johnstone; and members of Deno
and Jo Curtis' families. These included their children, Paige and
Elena; Jo's parents, Bob and
Pauline Hem of Benton; and Curris' sister Nikki and her children.
The guests enjoyed musical
entertainment, including songs by
Kay Bates, who closed with "Dixie Melody" (the "Aria of the
South") at Jo's request. Her
humorous numbers and the witty
remarks of master of ceremonies
Robert Valentine set a goodhumored tone, which regents'
Chairman Frymire enhanced by
unintentionally mispronouncing
the "academic excellence" of
MSU as "accidental excellence."
That brought a burst of laughter
from the Currises and the crowd,
as did remarks from some of the
eight speakers who offered toasts.
Charles Howard referred to Curris' new job at "Northern
Arizona," and a poem by Alan
Whitehouse humorously touched
on the regents' controversy:
"May you and your family prosper evermore, and may you
never again see a vote that comes
out six to four."
Light as the mood was, there
was no shortage of sincere praise
offered by the toasters. Former
Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield
spoke of the Currises'"gentle wit,
grace and unfailing
thoughtfulness," and said Curris
"has the distinction of expecting
success, demanding it and working for it."
Former Alumni President
William Logan said he was not in
favor of Curtis' being chosen
president, but that "wiser heads
prevailed" and he came to be glad
of that choice. Howard praised the
drive and energy Curris displayed
to the board that hired him, and
Faculty Senate President Marvin
Mills expressed the faculty's appreciation for their increased involvement in university governance.
Others who toasted CUITiS were
vice president Frank Julian, administrative assistant Phillip
Deaver, and Circuit Judge James
Lassiter, whom Jo served as a law
clerk while attending MSU. In addition, a slide show illustrating
MSU's growth under Curris'
tenure was presented -by the
Teaching and Media Resource
Center.
Divided as the campus and community were during what Curtis
refers to as "the controversy," no
divisiveness was evident Saturday
night. The crowd responded with
I rousing applause when
Frymire
referred to the "very positive
leadership of Deno Cutris" at
MSU, and greeted Curris with a
standing ovation when he
mounted_ the podium.
CurtS offered the first of his two
toasts to Jo, who was wearing the
gold dress she wore at his first
Christmas party
before their
marriage. He saluted her for her
support and her counsel not to
leave voluntarily when six regents
tried to oust him in February 1961.
Jo spoke briefly, recognizing the
i domestic staff at Oakhurst, and
pledging that she and Deno will
return to visit their friends in Murray. They will keep their home on

Barkley Lake, Deno said.
Curtis' talk, though partly concerned with the political turmoil
at MSU, was also personal. He
recognized his secretary, Patsy
Dyer; spoke of losing his parents
but gaining a wife and children
while here; and related how his
family's background influenced
him to become an educator. A
visit 20 years ago to his father's
home village in Crete, where there
was no electricity or running
water, made him realize the opportunities of America and the im-

portance of education, he said.
Having the University Center
named after him was "both
humbling and gratifying," and the
building "visualizes my
philosophy of the university" as a
student center, provider of
regional services, and tribute to
excellence and pride.
Others also praised the Curris
Center's qualities, and extended
thanks to Howard Jewell, Joe
Dyer, James Booth and Barbara
Rose for arranging and conducting the evening's activities.

Regents...
Christopher said Gordon told
(Continued From Page 1)
him he understood there was to be
conflicts.
Curris asked for a letter regar- compensation, but that he would
ding the budget to be put in the not want to receive it now. Gordon
board minutes, which stated that asked that any compensation be
he didn't recommend Gary Bog- paid into the MSU Foundation
gess as dean nor Charles Outland chemistry scholarship fund that
as director of the business office, has been established in his name,
Chairman Richard Frymire said or that any equipment received by
grant in his name or that of the
after the meeting.
In proposing that Curris be com- foundation should remain with
pensated for the 36 days' vacation MSU,Christopher said.
The board passed McCuiston's
time he had accrued, Frymire
noted university policy allowed motion for $2,500 in compensation
for such compensation though he by a vote of er4, with Frymire,
was not sure if it had ever been Robert Lawton, B.M. Westberry
done. Administrative services and Alan Whitehouse voting no.
vice president Jim Hall confirmed Frymire said the current board
the policy is "clear-cut" but said was being asked to vote on a com30 days is the most compensation mitment made when most of its
members were not on the board.
that can be awarded.
Christopher also offered a moRegent Ron Christopher offered
an amendment that Dr. Gordon tion, approved unanimously, to
also be compensated for his ac- commend Curris, Gordon, and
crued time, "in the spirit of com- any retiring faculty or staff for
mending both of them," with a their services at MSU,and to cornlimit of 30 days for both ad- e mend student regent Whitehouse
ministrators. That amendment to for his service to the board.
pay Gordon as well as Curris pass- Whitehouse will attend the
ed 8-2, with Harreld and Frymire University of Louisville Medical
School, and will be replaced by
voting no.
The vote to pay both Curris and Don Thomas.
In other business, the board apGordon passed 7-3, with new faculty regent Melvin Henley, Jere Mc- proved Curris' recommendation
Cuiston and Billy Morgan voting for the appointment of two new
faculty. Dr. Wayne D. Smith was
no.
McCuiston, who declined to hired as chairman and associate
comment on why he voted for the professor of the department of
amendment but not for the final computer studies, at a salary of
motion, also offered a motion to $43,250, effective Aug. 1. Smith
pay Gordon for his services as ac- comes to MSU from Austin Peay,
ting president. He and Morgan and has a Ph.D. in computer
said the regents in 1981 rna,cle a science from the University of Ilcommittment to Gordon.for extra linois.
Also hired was Dr. William S.
compensation. Frymire said he
and board secretary Patsy Dyer Byers as chairman and professor
could find no authority for such of the department of engineering
compensation in board minutes, technology, at a salary of $37,500
though Dyer said she effective July 1. Byers, currently
remembered the board talking ,professor of engineering
about it in closed session. Morgan technology at the University of
and McCui.ston acknowledged the Alabama, holds degrees from
commitment must have been Ohio State, Rollins College and
Pennsylvania State University.
made in closed session.

•

Pope pays homage to killed workers
POZNAN, Poland (AP) — Pope
John Paul II, praying with 1
million fellow Poles in this
Solidarity stronghold, today
honored the workers killed in
decades of anti-government protests.
"I wish to kneel in this place and
pay homage," he told the throng
packed into a park in this industrial city, where two, crosses
have been raised to commemorate a 1956 uprising in which
scores of workers were killed.
After the papal Mass, several
hundred youths marched off
under the banners of Solidarity,
the outlawed labor movement,

and headed for the twin-cross
monument three miles away,
shouting "No freedom without
Solidarity!" and "The pope has
blessed Solidarity!" — a
reference to John Paul's repeated
words of support for the indepensient union.
Police blocked the route and
most of the demonstrators
dispersed, but about 50 marchers
entered Poznan's Mickiewicza
quare, where the monument is
situated. A police cordon sealed
off the crosses, however, and one
of the young men was detained by
police.
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Extension of authority
should be restrained
Even people who are convinced that
government
is too big don't know exactly how big it is
— because
part of its bigness is of a dimension that
defies most
kinds of measuring. Like radiation,
it envelops,
penetrates and engulfs.
One measure is all government spending
relative
to the gross national product. Before Worl
d War lit
was usually about 5 or 7 percent a year
. During the
war it zoomed to 21 percent plus. Then it
fell to little
more than its prewar level.
After the Depression hit, it rose to 14-15
percent
and stayed there during the New Deal
era, reflecting vigorous government spending and
a lesser
degree of economic controls than came
later.
At its peak during World War II it was
more than
46 percent. From 1946 until 1950 it ranged
around 1115 percent. During the Korean War it
rose to 22.5
percent. It has remained at about one-f
ifth of GNP
ever since.
There's more to it than that. If transfer
payments
are added to spending for goods and
services, the
percentage rises to more than one-third
of GNP.
Another measure is the percentage of
employed
on the government payroll: 5 or 6 perc
ent during
the 1920; 11 to 14 percent during the
1930s when
millions were employed in emergenc
y programs;
rising from 9 percent after the end of
World War H
to about 15 percent since the 1960s.
The biggest expansions of government
in recent
decades are not easy to measure, yet
they may be
more significant than the growth that
can be gauged. Who can with any degree of certa
inty total the
billions spent because of government
regulations
and orders from federal agencies
and federal
courts?
Some of the most critical areas of gove
rnmental
growth are almost beyond measurin
g. In the
Freeman, in his article, "Where Figu
res Fail:
Measuring the Growth of Big Governme
nt," Robert
Higgs, author and professor of econ
omics at the
University of Washington, points out
that the
essence of Big Government is coercive powe
r.
This power originates, he says, in the
actions of
regulatory agencies, legislatures and
the courts.
Often they extend their sway without
spending a
cent. But the spending follows along with
higher
taxes and more staff. By the time opponent
s of Big
Government realize what has happened
, Higgs
says, "the horse has long since escaped
from the
barn. Entrenched bureaucrats and
program
beneficiaries make it almost impossib
le to undo
what's been done."
He has some wisdom on strategy: "Limitin
g the
scope of modern Big Government requ
ires more
than containing its expenditure, taxat
ion and
employment. It is essential that the creat
ion and extension of governmental authority be
restrained at
its sources. Here as elsewhere, an ounc
e of prevention works more effectively than a poun
d of cure."
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Atkins feels Brown's endorsement would have
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — George
Atkins says Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
offered to endorse and actively campaign for him in last mont
h's
Democratic primary for lieutenant
governor, but that he politely turned
down the proposal in the interests of
both.
"It could have made the difference," said Atkins, who was runnerup to Attorney General Steven
Beshear for the nomination among
four major candidates.
Atkins resigned last October as
Brown's cabinet secretary to make
the race. He was rehired a couple of
weeks ago as cheif executive assistant and vice chairman of the
cabinet.
In an interview, Atkins said
the
governor made the offer week
s
before the May 24 primary.
Atkins said he answered that "as
much as I would like for him to and
as much as I knew it would help me,
for him to put the force of his
ad-
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In an attempt to alleviate criticism, Depu
ty CIA
Director John McMahon and CIA General
Counsel
Stanley Sporkin began reviewing Case
y's investments. They are supposed to suggest
that he
disqualify himselffrom any CIA decision
that could
affect his financial holdings.
This is hardly reassuring. Casey is
under no
obligation to accept the advice of his top
aides and
they should not have to spend their time
keeping
track of his investments. Moreover, the direc
tor of
the CIA should not have to refrain from
taking part
in agency decisions that President Reag
an appointed him to make.
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could have helped him more than
said he is evaluating "what I want
to
Stumbo because there was more do with the
last half of my life."
potential for his victory and because
He said he has enjoyed governmenthe move would have given him vital
tal posts and "people politics," but
"I
publicity in a contest which always may want
to making a living rather
was in the shadows.
than have fun."
Brown did tell reporters on occaAtkins, who lives with his family on
sion that he intended to vote for a farm in
Anderson County, said opAtkins and respected him, but the tions for
him are available in
comments were short of all-out en- business
and probably in governdorsement.
ment, but that "there will be no quic
k
The lanky former University of decisions. I'll
see what opens up."
Kentucky basketball player said his
As for another
theory on what might have been a state political possible attempt at
office, Atkins said,
victory last month is not meant as an "You neve
r say never."
excuse for the loss.
He said his philosophy was best ex"Beshear ran a better race than I pressed in a
speech he made to the
did, and that's why he won," Atkins Berea Comm
unity High School
said.
graduating class a few days after the
Atkins said Brown telephoned him
primary.
after the race and asked him to
"The sin in life is not failure,"
return to state government.
Atkins told the students. "It's not tryFrom 1975 to 1979, Atkins was state ing."
auditor. He also has been mayor of
Hopkinsville.
And after December? At 41, Atkins
Ten years ago
The West Kentucky Rural Elect
ric
Cooperative Corporation whic
h
serves more than 21,000 members
in
Calloway, Graves, Marshall
and
Carlisle Counties will hold its 35th
annual members' meeting on July
14 at
South Marshall High School,
according to John Edd Walker, gene
ral
manager.
Deaths reported include Virgil D.
Morris,64.
Arlie Scott, associate professor of
agriculture, and James C. Mart
in,
assciate professor of agricultur
al
economics, Murray State University
,
attended the 1973 National Conv
ention of National Association of College Teachers of Agriculture
at
Cobleskill, N.Y.
Births reported include a girl
to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rollins, June
14,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee
Smith, June 11.
Thomas I. (Tim( Miller, assistant
professor in Department of Accounting and Finance, Murray
State
University, has been awarded
his
doctoral degree by the University
of
Arkansas. He is married to the
former Patsy Purdom and they
have
two children, Anne,5, and Mark,
2.
Twenty years ago
Murrayans report general
displeasure at the newly proposed
route for Interstate 24 which woul
d
comp
letely miss Murray and
qualify for normal railroad
unemployment or sickness benefits, Calloway County area to swing north
an employee must have had railroad and east to cross both the
earnings of at least $1,000 In calendar Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers.
Deaths reported include Arvi
year 1982, not counting more than
e
Will
iams, 71.
$400 for any month. Those who were
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Marion
not employed in the rail industry
Cric
k of the Kirksey community
before 1982 must also have worked in
at least 5 months of 1982 ( not burned June 17.
William B. Miller, principal of
necessarily full-time in each month).
Under certain conditions, Calloway County High School, has rerailroaders with 10 years of service quested students to register by July
who do not qualify on the basis of 20 to attend 1963-64 school year.
Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Smith of
their 1982 earnings may still be able
Ashe
boro, N.C., and Mr. and Mrs.
to qualify for benefits in the benefit
Rob Smith and children of Ferndale
year starting July 1, 1983.
,
HEARTLINE: I mailed my ap- Mich.,are visiting relatives here.
Bacon is listed as selling for 39
plication for Railroad sickness
cent
s per pound in the ad for
benefits in late because my doctor
didn't complete the medical state- Kavanaugh IGA Foodliner.
Thirty years ago
ment on time. Will I lose sickness
Teddy Vaughn, Holmes Ellis,
benefits because of late filing?
Jr.,
ANSWER: If late filing was solely Bill Cornett, Frank Miller, Gene Paul
Sam
mons and Joe Ed Farris are atdue to your doctor's delay, and if you
notified the Board accordingly, you tending Boys State at Millersburg
would not lose any sickness benefits. Military Institke. This event is sponsored by the kTherican Legion.
The Rev. Walter Mischke, Sr.,
by john cunniff supe
rintendent of the Paris District
of the Methodist Church, will spea
k
credit is tax-oeuucinne.
Sunday evening at the Firs
t
Flat-tax legislation already has Methodist
Church.
been introduced into Congress, and
Births reported include a girl to
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan Mr. and Mrs.
John Winter, June 15, a
has said that both the flat tax and the boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Rudolph,
consumption tax are being studied by June 16,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
the Reagan administration.
Herbert Sorrell, June 16.
Some day, probably, the flat tax
Sue Lamb Clees, daughter of Mr.
and the consumption tax will get a and Mrs.
R.M. Lassiter. and Joe
full public airing, and perhaps they Lamb,
son of Mrs. Lillie Lamb and
will become law, designed, so Shirley
Lamb, were married on June
legislators will say, to correct ine- 19.
quities.
Margaret Ann Tarry, Shirley
Then wait another 20 years or so Geurin,
Freda Davis and Ann Warand see if the laws themselves aren't ren of
the Louella Houston YWA
challenged as inequities.
presented a program on "Christian
Education" at the meeting of the
WMS of the First Baptist Church.
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News Service

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I need help. My
mother was born in Oklahoma in the
year 1930, and was delivered by a
midwife. The midwife did not file her
birth with the proper authorities, so
there is no birth record. What can we
do to obtain a birth certificate? I
know that social security needs this
type of proof? J.W.
ANSWER: In your mother's case,
there probably was not an original
birth certificate to begin with, so
there is no way that you can obtain a
copy of something that does not exist.
However, social security does accept

other types of proof of age. They are:
a baptismal record filed within five
years of birth; school records, census
records, Bible or other family
records, religious record of confirmation in youth or early adult life,
insurance policies, marriage
records, employment records, labor
union records,fraternal organization
records, military records, voting
records, delayed birth certificate,
birth certificate of a child showing
age of parents, physicians' or midwife's record of birth or a passport.
HEARTLINE: I know that July 1 is
the start of a new benefit year under
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. What are the service
and earnings requirements for
railroad unemployment and sickness
benefits in the benefit year starting
July 1, 1983? L.G.
ANSWER: Normal,.benefits starting July 1983 are based on an
employee's railroad service and earnings in calendar year 1982. To

business mirror
NEW YORK ( AP) — When it
comes to taxes, it is said that nothing
is certain but the payment of them,
and of late there seems to be some
question there too.
For that and other reasons, chiefly
'that government always needs more
money than it has, the tax system
will always be under study, always
open to criticism, always the subject
of proposals for change.
The current suggestions involve
primarily the flat tax and the consumption tax, which some observers
feel are more appropriate to the
times. If so, times have changed
drastically.
The flat tax, which would limit the
variety of deductions for investments
and expenses, would have been out of
time in the 1960s, when legislators
sought to use tax deductions to steer
money into socially desirable
schemes.
And the consumption tax? The
very idea! Why, in the 1960s consumption was a right, social obligation.
The government now is running big
deficits and cannot abide the
loopholes and opportunities for evasion under the current system. And
90nsumption no longer is king.
Among the arguments by proponents of the flat tax is that it would
simplify paperwork, reduce
marginal tax rates, be more
equitable, and of all things, reduce
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ministration bet). d me would
leave
the impression tiere was a ideal
. Win
or lose, I wante to be sure
lieryone
knew there was o deal."
The concern ik_.,
out public perception stems from he 1979 Demo
cratic
gubernatorial pri ary when Atki
ns,
one of Brown's rivals- - dropped
out
shortly before election day and
endorsed Brown.
Atkins recalled that the first ques
tion at a subsequent news conf
erence
was: "What did John Y. Brown
promise you?"
Atkins said he replied: -Good
government."
That concept still holds true,
he
said, declaring that "right now,
the
best thing I can do is guarante
e the
next governor fiscal stability
and
soundness."
About 10 days before the primary,
Brown endorsed and campaigned
for
Democratic gubernatorial candidat
e
Grady Stumbo, who wound up third
.
Atkins said the governor's bless
ing

heartline

William J. Casey has an advantage
over the
average investor whose information gener
ally is
limited to news reports and whatever
tidbits a
brokerage firm may care to pass along.
As director
of the Central Intelligence Agency, Case
y has access to secret data about global economic
trends
that could be worth a fortune in decid
ing what
securities and commodities to buy and
sell.
Nobody has accused Casey of using his
inside
knowledge in the purchase and sale last
year of
stocks worth millions of dollars. Nor has
he been accused of letting his investments influence
his official decisions as the nation's chief
foreign intelligence officer.
But the mere fact that he refuses to plac
e his investments in a blind trust can make him
the object
of suspicion and undermine his credibilit
y. Last
year, for example, Casey purchased
substantial
amounts of stock in concerns that have forei
gn subsidiaries in nations that are targets of curr
ent and
potential CIA activity.
Casey's investments first became an emba
rrassment to the Reagan administration when
it was
disclosed that he sold more than ;600,000
worth of
oil stocks in 1981. That is the year oil price
s plunged
due to an oil glut. Casey was one of the few
officials
to see CIA estimates of global oil prod
uction and
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" Investments questioned

Miirray Ledger & Times

"special, economy-distorting
deductions."
Probably as important, othe
rs
argue, is that it might reduce the
arbitrary powers of the Inter
nal
Revenue Service, which
many
Americans and their elec
ted
representatives have come to fear.
All this may be so, but referring
to
distortions might dismay the
1960
taxpayer, who was told
special
deductions were meant to channel
ire
vestments into correcting
social
disease, like poor housing.
How quickly a socially desir
able
deduction becomes a loophole!
This new attitude toward cons
umption is as drastic. What's needed
now,
say proponents, are savings.
We
have spent ourselves to
inflation,
they say,-'probably to near bank
ruptcy. Let us save!
The way to get people to save
—
and thus help finance the
federal
deficit and more productive plant
s—
is to discourage spending
by deemphasizing income taxes and
applying taxes on what people
buy.
The way, things are, prop
onen
say, we are discouraging savi ts
ng —
although they fail to explain
how the
tax-deferable Keogh Plans
and Individual Retirement Accounts
fit into
that context.
Still, it probably is true that
the tax
system discourages some
savings
because it does doubly tax
divi
And it probably encourages dends.
spending
because interest on
installment
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WRITE A LETTER ---- Letters
o the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
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Colson reunion Sunday

Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Martha Andrus, Cindy Dunn, Diane Charette and Jennifer
Hewlett; Court Two — Kathy Kopperud, Dianne
Buckingham, Julie Landolt and Renee Wynn.

The annual Colson reunion will be Sunday, June
26, at the large pavillion at Kenlake State Park. A
basket lunch will be served at noon. All Colsons and
their relatives are invited to attend. For information call 474-8873.

Tennis play Wednesday

Multi-media aet show
now at Eagle Gallery

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Kay Ray,
Laura Miller, Annette Alexander and Kathy Kopperud; Court Two — Ann Uddberg, Renee Wynn,
Deana Parker and Cecelia Brock; Court Three —
Leisa Faughn, Carol Waller, Debbie Diers and
Gayle Foster.

Presbyterians plan event
The Women of the First Presbyterian Church will
have a luncheon at noon on Wednesday, June 22, at
the church. Each person is asked to bring a "brown
bag" lunch. Mrs. Henry McKenzie will be the
featured speaker.

Representative to be here
A Social Security Representative from the
Mayfield office will be at the Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex (old postoffice building, South Fourth
and Maple Streets, on Tuesday, June 21, from 10
a.m. to noon. The representative will be available to
assist the public in all aspects of Social Security,
Supplemental Security Income and Medicare.
Assistance also will be given to filing claims,
reports, changes, etc., and in answering inquiries,
according to Janie S. Ivy, Field Representative.

Workshop Wednesday
A bazaar workshop will be at the First Christian
Church on Wednesday, June 22, at 7 p.m. Members
are asked to start collecting items for the "Attic
Treasures" section of the bazaar. For information
call Betty MCCord, 753-9234, Judy Hayes, 759-9800,
or the church office, 753-3824.

Eaker reunion planned
The third annual Eaker reunion will be held
Saturday and Sunday, June 25 and 26, with registration to begin at 9 a.m. Saturday. The VFW building
on Opossum Creek Road, Lutesville, Mo., has been
rented for the entire week-end and wll serve as
home base. Other activities planned include Saturday noon lunch and supper meal at 5 p.m., both picnic style, with music by Cecil Roberts and the Poor
Boys at 7 p.m; Sunday, noon carry-in lunch, with
business meeting to follow. For more details, persons in this area, may call a Lutesville relative or
write Jackie Hawkins, Rt. 2, Hillsboro, Ill., 62049.
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Coming community events listed

DATEBOOK

Tennis ploy Tuesday
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"Six Individual Spaces,
A Gallery Installation,"
is a unique art presentation certain to draw many
diverse comments. This
multi-media show moves
from drawings, paintings, and sculpture, to
organic representations
and easily recognizable
functional objects, reflecting symbolic ideas.
This show is available
for viewing through July
29 in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, on the fourth
floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts building, Murray State University.
Gallery hours are, Monthrough Friday, 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., closed
Sunday.
Six views of art are
represented, by six individual artists; separate
exhibits, yet tied together
by each artist's
understanding of
lighting, space and
shadow.
Nadya Brown, London,
England, presents "Stage
Set For A Rooftop Performance," a colorful,
fanciful vignette of
paper, wood, and acrylic
paint, reflecting a
definite organic
presence.
Albertus Gorman,
Amsterdam,Holland, has
developed an idea he
titles, "Spring Beds,"
documenting the passing
of time and dreams.
Bob Dale Green, Kut-

tawa, has intergrated two
and three dimensional
images into a coordinated
representation of "self,"
faceless shadows and hidden ideas.
Curt Harris, Pheonix,
Ariz., labels his installation, "Windows," and
asks the viewers to not
only look at the physical
space, but to contemplate
on what they interpret as
having happened to that
space.
Carol Hoffman, Fairfield, Ill., asks visitors to
enter their exhibit, titled
"Fugging," and experience something new,
while recognizing
familiar objects and
ideas.
Terry Tratton, Oyster
Bay, N.Y., offers a two
dimensional presentation
titled "Classwork and
Other Projects," requiring the viewer to make a
conscious effort to view
his work which is installed behind backdrops and
a pylon monolith, in the
far corner of the gallery.
The British fort at the
confluence of the Ohio
and Allegheny rivers was
captured by French
troops from Montreal in
1745 and renamed Fort
Duquesne. The fort was
recaptured in 1758 by the
British, who named it
Fort Pitt in honor of the
British prime minister.
The city of Pittsburgh
now stands on the site.

Tuesday,June 21
Monday,June 20
Tuesday,June 21
Social Security ReprenDouglas Civic Improve- 19 Order of the Rainbow
ment Club will meet at 7 for Girls will meet at 7 tative will be at Robert 0.
Miller Courthouse Annex
p.m. at Douglas Center.
p.m. at the lodge hall.
from 10 a.m,to noon.
Bluegrass State CB
Free blood pressure
Club is scheduled to meet tests will be given from
Wednesday,June 22
at 7 p.m. at Homeplace noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Hazel and Douglas
Restaurant.
Seventh-Day Adventist Centers will be open from
Church.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acMurray Lodge No. 105
tivities by senior citizens.
Free and Accepted
Murray Optimist Club
Masons ill meet at 7:30 will meet at 7 p.m. at
Bazaar workshop will
Homeplace Restaurant.
p.m. at lodge hall.
be at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
West Kentucky Chapter
Senior Citizens acof American Lupus Socie- tivities will be at 9:30
Women of First
ty will have a special call- a.m. at Dexter Center; Presbyterian Church will
ed meeting at 7 p.m. in from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Oval Room, Lourdes Hazel and Douglas
Hospital, Paducah. For Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
information call 753-8540 p.m. at Ellis Center.
or 753-8207.
Esther Sunday School
Reservations at $6 per of First Baptist Church
person for -Guest Night" will meet at 7 p.m. in
Mrs. Shirley Werts was
on June 25 of Murray church chapel.
elected as president of
Christian Women's Club
the Golden Age Club at
Swim party and picnic the
at Murray High School
May meeting in the
cafeteria should be made for grades 5 to 8 of Mursocial hall of the First
by today with Gracie Er- ray Country Club will be
United Methodist Church.
frm 5 to 8 p.m. Each
win, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Other officers elected
member may bring one
were Mrs. Thelma
Tuesday,June 21
guest.
Parker, vice president;
Quilt Lovers will meet
Mrs. Naoma Schwalm.
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Senior Citizens
Calloway Public Library. Greenhouse will be open secretary; Mrs. Billie
Rose, treasurer; Paul
from 10 a.m to noon.
Kingins, chaplain.
Christian Women's
The officers will be inEvents in Land BetFellowship of First Christian Church will have a ween the Lakes will in- stalled at the next
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. clude Leave it to Beave at meeting to be Thursday,
2 p.m. at Golden Pond June 23, at 11:30 a.m. in
at church parlor.
the social hall of the
Visitor Center.
Retires of Local 1068
UAW-CIO-AFL will have
a potluck supper at 5:30
p.m. at the First Christian Church.

Wednesday,June 22
have a "brown bag" luncheon at noon at the
church.
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club will
be golf and bridge at 9:30
a.m. and luncheon at
noon.
Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf with Carolyn
Caldwell as hostess and
bridge with Joyce
Thomas as hostess at 9:30
a.m.

Shirley Werts elected
to serve as president
church. A potluck luncheon will be served.
Also present were Mr.
and Mrs. Roger
Burgoyne, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Gertzen, Mrs. Birdie
Parker, Mrs. Opal
Reeves, Mrs. Otie
McDougal, Mrs. Modena
Butterworth, Mrs.
Calista Clanton, Mrs.
Vera Isminger and Mrs.
Floy Caldwell, members.
Guests were Mrs. Carmon Horton, Mrs. Jo
Lovett, Mrs. Priscilla
Schanbacher and Mrs.
Carroll Hodges.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. the
Health Center.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray Assembly No.
Bargain Matinees
Every Day
Cheri 8 Cine
All Seats 52 00
Except "JEDI"
"SUPERMAN III"
See Ads For Times

SUMMER SUNSHINE
SALE
Junior
Tops and Bottoms
PA\

e(
Shirts
Blouses
Skirts
Jr. Pants
Jr. Blazers
Jr. Suits

NEW OFFICERS — Installed as officers for 1983-84 of Hazel Woman's club at a
meeting at the Hazel Community Center were,from left, seated, Marilyn Liddle,
vice president, Pat Latimer, president, standing, Martha Butterworth,
treasurer, Ann Wilson, corresponding secretary, Hilda Bennett, second vice
president, and Belinda Elliott, recording secretary. Sharon Ray, past president
of the club, used flowers of different colors for the installation ceremony. Other
members also present were Janice Wilkinson, Janie Story, Elaine Paschall,
control corder 753-3314 Nancy Overby,Glenda Gallimore and Patty Knott.
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Solid Short Sleeve

Oxford Cloth Shirts
Poly Cotton And Terry
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NO PASSES
NO BARGAIN SHOWS

We are pleased
to announce that
Cindy Lilly, brideelect of Brad
Taylor, has
selected her pottery, flatware,
and accessories
from our complete
bridalregistry.
Cindy and Brad
will be married
August6.

The Sholhase

Lli

SCHOLARSHIP PRESENTED — Mark Hutson,
right, a 1983 graduate of Calloway County High
School, was presented with a scholarship by the
Hazel Woman's Club. Making the presentation was
Sharon Ray, left, scholarship chairman for the
club.

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY

99c

2 CRISPY TACOS

For
Mar Gositi Al Day.

Ceitimpas - N.Lt,

At All Area

TACO JO9AIS
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Anniversary reception to be on Sunday

Eastern Star meets
Murray Star .. Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star met Tuesday, June 14, at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Pam Alexander, worthy matron, and Ricky
Alexander, worthy
patron, presided.
Those introduced and
given a special welcome
were Iuta Hutson, Grand
Chapter Committee
member on Relief; Hardin Alderdice, chairman
of the Rob Morris Home
Board, Grand Chapter
Committee.
Other officers serving
with the Alexanders were
the following:
Beatrice Henry,
associate matron; Hardin Alderdice, associate
patron; Charlotte Wilson,
secretary; Norma Finney, treasurer; Betty
Dodd, conductress;
Dorothy Dodd, associate
conductress; Howard
McNeely,chaplain;
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Twila Coleman, marshall; Louise Short,
organist; luta Hutson,
Adah; Eva Alexander,
Ruth; Susie Allen,
Esther; Daisy Dunn,
Martha; Opal Emerine,
Electa; Eunice Henry,
warder; Elbert Alexander,se inel.
The nèjxt regular
meetingwfll be Tuesday,
July 12.
Friendship Night was
observed on Saturday,
June 4, with approximately 65 members and
guests present.
Visiting members from
Fulton, Water Valley,
Alford, Temple Hill,
Mayfield, Clinton and
Shady Grove Chapters
were represented.
Murray Star Chapter
entertained the group
with two skits. Guest officers were presented
with gifts from the
chapter.

CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY — Chris Burkeen,
son of David and Bonnie Burkeen of Chrisney, Ind.,
formerly of Dexter, celebrated his third birthday on
May 24 in Spring, Texas, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Howard and Shawna Nance. His cake and
accessories were in the theme of "E.1'." Seven persons were present. Chris also had a party at the
home of his grandparents, Bob and Peggy Parrish
of Rt. 1, Dexter, on May 28. The cake and accessories were in the theme of "The Dukes of
Hazards." Thirty-one persons were present.

Down Concord Way...

Writer remembers special poem at this time
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
A few words of a poem
have been revived recently when daily some loved
one or acquiantance quits
the walks of man.
"The paths of glory
leads but to the grave.
Through the ages
others have suffered sorrows.
The thoughts we are
thinking our fathers did
think
From the death we are
shrinking our fathers
would shrink.
To the life we are clinging our fathers did cling.
But it speaks from us
all like a bird on the
wing."
Two left from New Concord Church of Christ
within a few days recently, Mrs. Berline Lovins,
then Charlie Stubblefield
and other area residents.

The beautiful words of
Helen Steinner Rice on a
card sent to Rainey
Lovins might comfort
other lonely hearts.
"When I must leave
you for a little while,
Please do not grieve
and shed wild tears,
And hug your sorrows
to you through the years.
But start out bravely
with a gallant smile,
And for my sake and in
my name
Live on and do all
things the same."
Life goes on with
campers on the highway.
Texas relatives have
visited in Patterson
homes here. Mrs. Cornelia Kirkland of Fort
Worth, Texas, has spent
several days with
relatives in Calloway and
Stewart Counties.
Others look forward to
returning this summer

Special exhibit now shown
at Paducah Art Guild Gallery

1

The exhibition "The
Devil's Dream:
Photographic Ideas by
Phil Wakeman" will be
on show at the Paducah
Art Guild Gallery
through July 10.
The gallery is located
in the Market House at
Second and Broadway,
Paducah. Open hours are
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday, and 1
to 5 p.m. Sunday. Admission is free.
Wakeman, who teaches
at the Louisville School of
Art, creates his images
using a large format
camera, cutting and piecing together elements of
various negatives prior to
printing. All of his works
are in color.
This is the first public
showing of the majority
of the pieces. A selection
of the works exhibited at
the Guild will be shown at
the University of
Louisville Photographic
Archives later this year.
A graduate of Murray
State University with
MFA and BS degrees,
Wakeman has exhibited
his art throughout the
United States. Work by
the artist was selected for

two traveling exhibitions,
"Portraits of America"
organized and circulated
by the Smithsonian Institution, and "Alternatives '80" organized
and circulated by the
Siegfred Gallery of Ohio
University.
Wakeman has also participated in regional and
national juried and invitational exhibitions, including those mounted by
the Catskill Center for
Photography, Woodstock,
N.Y.; the LaGrange National of Prints, Drawings and Photographs,
LaGrange, Ga.; the Huntington Galleries, Huntington, W.Va.; and the
Evansville Museum of
Arts and Science,
Evansville,Ind.
The artist has an extensive commercial
photograhy background,
working for a distillery
firm and as a free-lance
photographer. He also
served as an artist, draftsman, and photographer
while serving in the U.S.
Army.
The public is invited to
attend. For information,
contact the Guild at 502442-2453.
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in this complex age I
would try harder to instill
the values of "laying up
treasures where moth
and dust doth not corrupt," Matthew 6:19, and
also laying up precious
memories of priceless
every day living among
relatives and friends.
We don't all strive for a
mansion on a hilltop in
Heaven, but just a cabin
in Gloryland will suffice
if we can know that near
at hand our former
friends, relatives and acquaintances who have
helped make life worth
living.

but time brings so many
changes. It's not good to
put off until tomorrow
what can be done today.
In Ecclesiastes 3:6 we
are reminded of "a time
to get and a time to lose, a
time to keep and a time to
castaway."
One thinks of that time
when disability prevents
garden and canning plans
anymore. But now we can
see how pleasant it was
back in the days of lost
sunshine. To plant and
can and to plan. Even
blackberry picking now
seems enviable.
If I were teaching now

Hospital lists patients
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
June 14, was 142 adults
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Webster,
paremts, Timothy and
Brenda), Rt. 1, Wingo;
Baby Girl Underwood,
parents, Mark and Diana,
Rt. 6.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Danny White, 404-5
Barton, Mayfield; Mrs.
Rebecca Lanier and
baby girl, Rt. 7; Mrs.
Nicky Harris and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Nancy K. Morton
and baby girl, Rt. 1;
John B. Courtney, Rt. 2,
Cover, Tenn.; Mrs. Linda

Knox, Rt. 2, Springville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Caron Sorrels, 315 Irvan; Roger
Melton, Rt. 2, Arlington;
Mrs. Paula Grimes, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Miss Tracey Brown,
Rt. 7; George
Shoemaker, 1409 Dudley;
Mrs. Annis Marie Parrish, Rt. 6; John D. Dorman, 212 College Cts.;
Mrs. Hazel Chilcutt,
Hazel; Mrs. Myrtle
Lassiter, Hazel;
Omus 0. Flora, 830
South Fourth St.; Willis
Daniel, Rt. 6; John
Taylor, 42 Lakeland
Wesley Village; Mrs.
Cora Jackson, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Lelia
Rushing, 906 Curtis,
Paris, Tenn.

Ladies day events will
be Wednesday, June 22,
at the Murray Country
Club.
Bridge with Flo Hendrickson as hostess will
be played at 9:30 a.m.
A luncheon will be served at noon with Charlotte
Barker and Murelle Ryan
as chairmen of the
hostesses. Reservations
should be made today.
Other hostesses will be
Toni Hopson, Lanette
Hunt, Joyce Hurt, Betty
Scott, Ailene Greene, Exie Hill, Janet Housden,
Sue McCoart, Barbara
Latimer, Patsy Greer,

their program include.
right hoar your groeen
• to.,.4 oil. natural tooth
store
• Private. daily roun.eling kiy trained prollecnional.
• weekly behavior nu:radii anon classes
• lidelone maintenance al your desired
•to. await, por.4 es *rah no 0On11041,1 0 ugn

Lg. Double-meat
Hamburger
& French Fries

.most rornprettensore wing.
"I found the, lyine the
that'. why I on shay ogo
los. 'novaeo,a•ailalde
horn a Sir. 1k- tl in • i.5 in no note Yon an do rt
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Murray and Mrs. Darrel
(Lorna)Morgan of Benton, and one son, William
H. Ross, Jr., and his wife,
Jane,of Canada.
Their five grand-

chldren are LaDonne
Roberts of Cookeville,
Tenn., Mark Roberts and
Eric Roberts of Murray,
and Hope Morgan and
Holly Morgan of Benton.

Yvonne Hamby and Sally
Livesay.
Golf will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Venela
Sexton as hostess.
Anyone listed in the
lineup unable to play is
asked to call Mrs. Sexton
at 753-4780. Anyone desiring to play but not listed
may come and be paired
at the tee.
A shotgun tee-off will
be at 9:30 a.m.
The liug.gp is as,
follows:
PettyJo
Tee One
Purdom, frills Orr, Carita
Lamb and Jerlene
Sullivan.

Tee One B — Sherry
Gibbs, Wilda Purdom and
Ethlene McCallon.
Tee Two — Frances
Hulse, Faira Alexander,
Judy Latimer and Mary
Bogard.
Tee Three — Venela
Sexton, Evelyn Jones,
Diane Villanova and
Cathryn Garrott.
Tee Four — Betty
Lowry, Toni Hopson,
Madelyn Lamb and
Margaret Shuffett.
Tee Five — Nancy
Haverilock, Louise
Lamb, Betty Scott and
Anna Mary Adams.
Tee Six — Edith Gar-

rison, Virginia Schwettman, Nancy Schempp
and Nancy Fandrich.
Tee Seven — Freda
Steely, Ve Severns, Billie
Cohoon and Peggy
Shoemaker.
Tee Eight A — Rowena
Cullom, Chris Graham,
Euldene Robinson and
Barbara Stacey.
Tee Eight B — Linda
Alexander, Molly Booth,
Laverne Ryan and Martha Sue Ryan.
Tee Nine — Beth
Belote, Mary Bell Overby, Elizabeth Slusmeyer
angrances Parker.

Pre-Inventory Sale
Special Values On
Discounted Sets Of

China & Pottery

50-75% Off
Discontinued
Fostoria Crystal

/
1
2 Price
1 995 One Large Rack of Summer Formals

153-0035

Weight No
Longer
ise-ro5cS1epookii
w to w,

sister, Mr ,Mae Jones,
are deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross are
the parents of two
daughters, Mrs. Billie R.
( Ada Sue) Roberts of

The Showcase

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

Mr. and Mrs. William Harmon Ross

Ladies day events planned Wednesday

Artcraft Photography

-It you take nit advice. you'll go to Dot Center no.
lake I did. AN during nn adult hte I
instead ol
1.ad Seen overweight. going trov,, al. lad diet to
another I'd lose some rerght but I didn't stay oel for
long .
then I dna...creel Diet Center

Open 7 Days A Week
Comvenkint Drive-Up Window
Chetteirt St. Norm 753-0045

Mr. and Mrs. William
Harmon Ross, Rt. 2, will
be honored with a reception in celebration of their
golden wedding anniversary on,Sunday, June 26.
The event will be from 2
to 4 p.m. at the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank. All friends and
relatives are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross
were married June 30,
1933, at the bride's home
in Fulton County. The
Rev. Joe C. Gardner officiated.
Their attendants were
Mrs. Ross' sister,
Rachelle Byrd Howell,
and the late Willie
Graham of Murray.
Mrs. Ross is the former
Sarah Magdalene Byrd,
daughter of the late
Milner and Vera Byrd.
Her sisters are Mrs.
Howell and Mrs.
Elizabeth Haynes of
Fulton and Mrs. Esther
Davie of Hickman. Her
brothers are James Byrd
and Richard Byrd of
Crutchfield, William
Byrd of Paducah and
Robert Byrd of Coal City,
ILL Another brother, John
of Apache Junction,
Ariz., is deceased.
Mr. Ross is the son of
the late John I. and Ida
Ross of Calloway County.
One brother is John Irvan
Ross. Another brother,
Herman Ross, and a

Y2

Price

All Discounted Formals

(Including
Nadine)

n9s Sample Wedding Gowns
37
/
1 4 All Carry Over Formal Gowns
No Charges or Layaway — Cash & Carry — No
Alterations
All Table Cloths Y2

Price

-

Close Out On All Denby Dinnerware

75% Off (In Stock Only)
The
Jewelry Boxes Y2 Price

763
:
4641

Selected Bra's & Slips /
1 2 Off
Cash & Carry
No Layaway

ShOPOCaSe
121 110'ses

121 Bypass
10:00-5:30 Murray, Ky.
753-4541
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Commune dwellers more conventional
DAVENPORT, Wash.
( API — The flower
children who two decades
ago founded Tolstoy
Farm are entering their
late 30s now, are married, with kids, and don't
believe in free love
anymore.
Like many quests for
utopia, the commune
north of Davenport, in the
heart of eastern
Washington wheat country, has fallen short of its
original ideals, some
residents said recently.
Shared living quarters
have given way to private
homes with a slightly
middle-class flavor.
Government by consensus remains intact and

Celebrate with us!
You're invited to join Domino's
Pizza for a celebration of the '
opening of our one thousandth
store.

Fast...Free
Delivery'

•
•
•

'• LEXINGTON, Va.
( AP ) — There were five
grueling days of competition and a four-hour
championship game
before Don Lafferty of
Eastview, Ky., reclaimed
the national title.
No, not tennis.
Checkers. Lafferty, a
math and physics

teacher, has taken the
National Go-As-You Please Checkers Tournament that went on in Lexington all last week, and
the champion's $1,400
purse.
Go-As-You-Please does
not refer to the style of
the contestants' dress. It
means the players can

Gates 4-5
Oak Grove

753-98
44
810 Chestnut
Murray

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited delivery area
Ask about our party discounts.
01983 Dominos Pizza. Inc

NM MI=MUM=I= =1=1611 WM

30 minutes
or free!
If your pizza does not arrive
within 30 mintues or your
order, present this coupon
for a free pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 6/30/83
Fast, Free Delivery'
Good at listed locations.
33775 /1490
_

Address
Phone
Time ordered
Time arrived
Order must beaccorntianied by
correct address and phone number

grew to about 60 people time and money for comand, at its peak, the farm munity projects, then
ran a state-appr'ved show up empty-handed or
school staffed with resi- not at all.
Some blame the isoladent teachers.
Pat Reed estimated tion of rural life for the
that the average age of failure of many early
farm members was 18 farm marriages. Others
when she arrived 17 years fault the concept of free
ago. Today, it's 35, she love. Monogamy is now
said.
preferred.
The farm's communal
"Most of us found out
spirit suffered a major monogamous relationblow when the group's ships are more satisfying
living quarters burned in in the long run," said
the late 1960s. Farm lore Williams.
Williams left a ecade
says the arsonie-was an
angry visitor. The blaze ago, but on visits still
led to a move toward takes pride in the comsingle-family dwellings, munity's orchards.
"We're learning to
and residents began to
replant the forests, like it
value their privacy.
People would pledge was in the Garden of
Eden, he said.

open with whatever
moves they please. Other
tournaments use threemove restricted
checkers, where a card
chosen from a deck of 142
possible combination
determines the starting
moves.
Professional checkers
— also called scientific
checkers — isn't simple.
It's also not played on
black and red checks,
The regulation board
comes in green and buff
checks with red and white
pieces. Each of the
squares is numbered so
the play can be charted.
"There's checkers and
there's scientific
checkers. At these old
country stores, they just
play checkers," said Carl
W. Reno, a Central City,
Ky., steel worker who
hands out cards that say
he is the -World's
Greatest Lover of
Checkers."
Reno should know. He
picked up $200 and the national minors play-asyou-go checkers title.
"This game's so simple
a child can play it, but a
genius can't master it,"
said Richard Callahan, a
Charlottesville lawyer
ail -international *Is
Mater who despairs
unraveling the mysteries
of checkers.
"Checkers is different
from life. There's no luck
in it.. One mistake is

our inaiviaua
Horoscope

deadly. It's an everday
occurence that these opie look 20 moves ahead
hesaid.
All this jumping abo
is overseen by the,,
American Checker Foundation, based in Baton
Rouge, La., It has more
than 1,200 members and
affiliates in 23 states. The
Frames Drake
Old Dominion Checker
FOR
TUESDAY,
Association sponsored
21, 1983
JUNE
last week's tournament. .
Lafferty had been the What kind of day will tomorfavorite going into the row be? To find out what the
tournament. He holds the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
world title, which he won
last year in England,
where checkers is called AmEs
draughts.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
He doesn't look like a Partners should make
gambler, but he said longterm plans. Financial
Buy one pair at regular price
checkers is an obsession matters require careful
for the few who "know scrutiny. A child may be in an
the beauty and the depth anti-social mood.
get second
of the game."
TAURUS
If you want obsession, ( Apr. 20 to May 20) 6°
67
talk to Lloyd Castello, Be sure to be considerate of
losed Monday June 27
who quit the construction a loved one's feelings.
ALE STARTS 8 a.m. Tuesday June 28
business in San Francisco Idealism is your spur to action
a couple of years ago and on the job. Begin new creative
went on the road in a projects.
mobile home that says GEMINI
Men — Women — Children
"Checkers Playing Head- ( May 21 to June 20)
-Bring A Friend — Share The Savings
Moodiness could affect your
quarters" on the side.
relations
with a co-worker.
Castello said he is on an
Guard against distractions.
educational mission, You may realize
a cherished
teaching checkers at romantic goal.
retirement homes and CANCER
schools, hoping the game (June 21 to.July 22)
Won't die out with the old You're inclined to exmen and the country travagant behavior when out
stores where they play it. on the town. Home-based acHe thinks checkers tivities are favored.
Downtown Mayfield
needs big purses to at- Moonlighters have luck.
LEO
tract young blood.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Meet a family member
halfway. You're inclined to
keep too much to yourself. Inspiration leads to increased
productivity.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Some mix-ups in communication could occur. Don't
put your foot in your mouth.
Tackle home decorating
enterprises now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
EDDImr
‘c1.-r" DArlr
'"c
You're thoughtful and considerate now and will impress
others favorably. However,
you need to curb extravaganCe when socializing.
SCORPIO
23 to Nov.21)
(
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
'
ARLESTOWN Nov.
You work best from behind
the scenes today. Higher-ups
are unduly sensitive and it's
best to be low-key. Don't make
waves.
SAGITTARIUS
,,w4iV
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21) "
An ethical matter has you
confused. An old friend is now
in the position to help you.
Group activities are
highlighted.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) ld
Some awkwardness may occur in a social situation. Time
by yourself leads to new insights about overall career interests.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Business and pleasure do
not combine favorably.
Socialize-Without bringing up
career developments. Enjoy
cultural pursuits.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Listen to the dictates of conscience and avoid questionable activities. Investigate
insurance plans and retirement options.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both philosophic and literary.
You have the courage of your
convictions and can bounce
back from adversity. Executive by nature, you are a
law unto yourself and dislike
being in a subordinate position-Once you devote yourself
to the larger issues that affect
mankind, you'll become an influence on thought. You're
versatile, but at times can
+4. sys<ilt AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
scatter
your energies. In
Murray 759-1234
business, you may be drawn to
arTnerly Security Federal
banking, sales, travel and
Mayfield 247-2616
Lexington 233-2167
LaGrange 582-3301
publishing. Birthdate of:
Owensboro 926-4020 Louisville 5f32-3301
Francoise Sagan, writer;
Radcliff 351-1314
Maureen Stapleton, actress;
v
Other areas in KentUcky, Toll Free 800-292-4561
and Mary McCarthy, vffiter.
••

2 For 1
SHOE SALE

t

Call us.
439-6
703
Ft. Campbell Blvd.

ing cooperation with all
humankind. Williams'
parents and grandparents loaned him the
land until he could buy it.
To find new answers,
you need experimenters.
That's what all young
people are good at. We
didn't have anything, but
we shared it," said
Williams, now 40.
Founders had hoped for
no bills, no taxes and no
need for money.
Everyone was to work for
the good of everyone else.
Love was to be free and
shared. Open marriages
were encouraged.
In the early days, 20 to
30 people lived on $100 a
month. The population

Kentuckian wins national checker title

pairFREE

•

Name

business meetings usually follow a potluck dinner
and volleyball game.
Residents are beginning to take jobs in the outside community, and the
farm now has a shortage
of children willing to
carry on their parents'
legacy.
The farm was started
in 1963 by a handful of
people who followed the
dream of Huw "Piper"
Williams, an Edwall,
Wash.,farm boy they met
on a peace march in
Washington, D.C.
Williams was inspired
by novelist and social
theorist Leo Tolstoy, who
wrote of living in harmony with the land in lov-
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Access to your money when
you're out of town ... in more
than 40 cities in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. Yours with a
Lincoln Federal Checking
Account. Open one today!
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and wants to go back to the exclusive dating arrangement.
I can't see my life without him, yet I'm fed up with
waiting. What's wrong? And what should I do?
TIRED OF NO COMMITMENTS

omhen
or
lathe
rly
ers

DEAR TIRED: He isn't ready for marriage, but
he'd like to put you on "hold" indefinitely. If it's
marriage you want, return ¶ila ring and tell him
you've had enough waiting.
And if he isn't knocking on your door within three
months begging you to marry him, forget him.

By Abigail Van Buren

Tee

'Squeal Law' Hasn't
Yet Uttered a Peep

OW

out

ioning
id

DEAR ABBY: Will you please do something for teens,
and for all of us who work daily to prevent teen pregnancy?
Please let young people know that' the Parental Notification Regulation - also known as the "squeal law"- is
not in effect; that teen-age girls can still get birth control
devices from family planning agencies and Planned
Parenthood without fearing that their • parents will be
informed.
By letting teens know that they are still guaranteed
confidential services, you could prevent much anxiety and
many unplanned pregnancies.
Thank you, Abby.
NAN SCHWEIGER,
PLANNED PARENTHOOD,
LINCOLN, NEB.
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DEAR MS. SCHWEIGER: I appreciate the input.
And it's important to add that whether the "squeal
law" goes into effect or not, teen-agers requesting
examinations and/or treatment for venereal disease
will not be reported to their parents.
• 4.

DEAR ABBY: I am 26 and have been dating the same
young man exclusively for four years. We've talked about
getting married for some time, but even though he has
given me a lovely ring, he refuses to let me officially
announce our engagement. He says he doesn't believe in
long engagements, and when he is "ready," we will
announce our engagement and set a wedding date.
Abby, I told him that after four years of dating, enough
is enough, so he agreed that we should both date other
people until we decide to get married. The problem is that
every time I date someone else he gets jealous and angry
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Getting
settled
made
simple.
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DEAR ABBY: About six months ago I began dating
a
man who has been a widower for seven years. He is still
very much attached to his dead wife and admits that he
still "loves" her.
He talks about her constantly (including intimate details)
and his home is a living monument to her memory. He
has not touched any of her clothing, cosmetics, medicines,
or any of het -personal belongings since her death.
A week ago I threw away some medicine prescribed for
her, and it seemed to upset him. He had previously talked
about our being married, but since I got rid of her medicine
he backed off. I have never lost anyone who was close to
me, and I don't know if I should be more understanding
and give him more time or not.
Friends have told me that he has said he would never
marry again, but that's not what he told me. How much
longer should I wait for him to get over her?
ALIVE AND EAGER

DEAR ABBY: My problem is rather complicated. My
family is (or rather was)an old established Italian family
of nobility. Because of some legal misunderstandings, we
are no longer titled. I understand that it is possible to buy
a title, and that is what I want to do. How do I go about
it?
Although we no longer belong to the ultra-rich, we are
by no means poor. Having a title is not very important to
me, but it would mean a great deal to my mother, who is
gravely ill, so please hurry your answer.
NEEDS A TITLE
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BONUS GIFT

Murray, Ky.

Sunflower

Stokley

Meal

Flour

Apple Sauce

.79'

.79'
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Peach Halves

Whitney Chum

69

1 2 Size Can
2/

15% oz. Can

When you make a 95C
deposit on your professional
20 Color Portrait Package.

Lipton

Oil

Tea

12.95

Resent this coupon to K marl photographer with 95c deposit tor
bonus Teddy Bear One bear per subject $100 sitting tee
for
each additional subject in portrait Minors must be
accompanied by a parent Frame not included

17 oz. can

These Days Only
June 21, Tues., 22
Wed., 23, Thurs., 24
Fri. and 25,Sat.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Turner

Contadina Tomato

Pizza

Ice Cream

Sauce

$359
4 qt. Bucket

8 oz. can

Pop-Rite Popcorn 4 Lb. Ba 99'

• You select backgrounds we select poses
• Satisfaction always or money cheerfully refunded
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Assorted Variety

To al Package Price
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Yellow Onions 5 Lb. Bag 89'

9

2-8x10s,3-5k7s & 15 Wallets

4/ 111

Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. $1.29

Hart Sweet

Hi-Dri

Tur ey

Peas

Towels

Wings or
Drumsticks

1874 2/98
Jumbo Roll

Showboat Pork & Beans 29'

se

169

Family
Size
24 Ct.

48 oz. Bottles$1 59

Polar Bear Flour 5 lb. 59'

Remember those huggable moments with K mart's
Portrait Package And with the valuable coupon
below you can receive a Huggable Bonus Bear

Case s16.39

Richtex Cooking

Salmon
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42 oz. can,$ 1 o9
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Lynn Grove Large Eggs Doz. 69'

Shortening
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PRICES GOOD WHILE

*PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*

Richtex
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PPLIES LAST

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

Field Lard 25 Lb. $9,69

hind

Federal-State Market News Service Monday, June 20.1913
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 922 Est 150 Barrow, & Gilts
fully .50 lower Sows steady tot 50 higher
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
646 00-46 50
US 2 200-210 lbs
0.45 00-46 00
US 2 210-250 lbs
145 50-46 00
US 2-3 250270 Itrs
644 50.45 50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
030 0032 00
US 1-3 300450 lbs
0.3:90-22 90
US 1-3 450-5001bs
132 03-33 50
US 1-.3 500-650 lbs
$33 50-35 50 sane 36
US 2-3 MO-500 lbs
530 00-32 00
Boars 930-32

Sunflower

GET THIS TEDDY BEAR

om't
th.
ting

PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•oPRICES GOOD PRICES
GOOD W L

D& T
Warehouse Foods

Kathryn Outland 753-3079 Hostess
lngeborg King 492-8348 Asst.

Hog market

S..
You're never too old (or toy young) to learn how
to make friends and be popular. For Abby's booklet
on popularity, send $1, plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped (37 cents)envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

DEAR NEEDS: I contacted my Italian connection,
who responded:

623 South 4th

iiitlISVILLE, Ky. AP) USDA
Estimated receipts cattle "and calves
1,980, slaughter cattle on offer not as attractive as week ago; slaughter steers
1 00-2 00 lower; slaughter heifers weak
to 100 lower, instances 3.00 lower;
slaughter cows limited °Hermes about
steady. daughter bulls not well tested
early; slaughter calves 2.00-3.00 lower;
vealers 5.0-7.00 lower; feeders opening
near steady
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 900.1311
lb. 62 00-64 00; part load 64.5044 70;
good and choice 2-3 890-925 lbs. 60 75.61 10; good 1-2 160-1225 lbs. including
dairybreds 55.0040.00, standard 1-2
1000-1075 lb. dairybreds 51.50-52.00.
slaughter heifers choice 2-4 850-1070 lbs.
59.2442 75; package 63.60; good and
choice 2-3 900.190 lb.. 6775-5900, good 12 72S-900 lbs 54.10-58.00.
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 41 0D45.00; utility 1-34190-4650, high dressing 47.00-5000, cutter 1-2 3025-3950,
slaughter bulls grade 1-2 1465-1565 lbs.
66.90-5750; choice 3 1125 lb bullocks
51.25; choice 180-300 lb seaters 66.0075.00; good 6000-6500. choice 300-480 lb.
calves 52.00-60 00
Feeder sierra few medium frame 1
303-500 lbs 68 00-71.75, 500-600 lbs. 650(10000,600400 lbs 6100.6550, small
frame 1 750405 1M. 56.00-58.75: medium
frame 2 300-500 lbs 6100.6800, 500-700
lbs. 57.00-66.00; large frame 2 Holsteins
430435 11s. 52.0044.50. 779-1025 lbs.
47.2540.50; heifers medium frame 1 300500 lbe 57.00-62.75; 500-700 lbs 54 0059.50, medium frame 2 300400 lbs 53005750; 500-700 lbs. 48.0046.00.
Hogs MO; barrows and gilts weak to
25 lower; 1-2225-226 lbs 4680-4700,236265 lbs. 4650.4680. 2 240-275 lbs. 46.0044.50; 2-3 230-250 lbs. 45.50-46.00, 8 285310 lbs 42.10-43 10. swos 50-1.00 lower

DEAR WET: You Inust persuade him to see a
urologist. If he knew how many adults suffer from
bed wetting, he would be comforted and less embarrassed. If his problem is psychological, he needs to
get help at the other end.
In the meantime, a urologist will tell you where to
buy a comfortable, super-absorbent, diaper-type garment,complete with moisture-proof plastic bloomers
for adults with this problem. It could save your mattress - and possibly your marriage.

ass

PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

Livestock
market

DEAR AFIBY: I have been married for four years to a
handsome, successful man. He has a problem that he's so
ashamed of I can't get him to try to get help. He's a bed
wetter.
Sometimes a couple of months go by withooto problem.
Then he gets upset about something, starts drinking too
much, and the bed (and I) are soaked! I've tried waterproof
mattress covers, but haven't been able to find one that
doesn't sound like crinkly plastic when it's sat upon.
I am constantly deodoriting with everything I can think
of, but there is still an odor. He's ruined one mattress and
is working on the second.
Needless to say, this has affected our love life. I would
rather sleep on the couch than with him. He resents this,
gets upset, and the whole thing starts over again.
How can I help him? I love him and can't believe this is
happening to us, and that I am actually writing to Dear
Abby.
WET NIGHTIE

DEAR ALIVE: Waiting won't help. He clearly
needs professional help. Don't consider him eligible
for marriage until he has had sufficient th*rapy to
resolve his grief, let go of the past, enjoy the present
and plan for the future.

aria
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New-town dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of tips to save you time and
money.
Plus a-tasiset of gifts for your family.
- I'll be-listening for your call.

our
er.

"Dear Abby: All Italian titles of nobility were abolished
following World War II. In 1946, when the Italian people
voted Umberto II out of office, he went to Portugal to live
in exile. While there, from time to time, he reportedly sold
titles of nobility to those of merit.
"Unfortunately for 'Needs a Title,' Umberto recently
died in a Swiss clinic.
"However, if 'Needs a Title' is determined to buy one,
have him get in touch with me, and for a fee I will have
an appropriate 'title' and official-looking document prepared, complete with medal and ribbon.
"Meaningless? Of course! But so is the title he seeks." -I,
LEONARD W. MOSS,
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY,
DETROIT, MICH.

Coca-Cola
Diet Coke
or
Sprite

lb.
Turner Milk Gal. $2.19

Coca-Cola
Pepsi

8 Pk.
16 Oz.
Pies
Deposit
$1 59

6 Pk.
10 Oz.
Plus
Deposit
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AMPI president praises judge for injunction against dairy tax
SAN ANTONIO, Texas
— -We commend Judge
Perry on his wise decision to once gain stop the
assessment.. an illconceived measure that
no one — including USDA
— seems to think will be
effective in reducing milk
surpluses."
This is how Irvin Elkin,
president of Associated
Milk Producers, Inc., the
nation's leading dairy
farmer cooperative,
greeted Judge Matthew
Perry's preliminary injunction, issued June 3,
blocking USDA from collecting a 50 cents/hundredweight assessment on all milk
marketed. As an intervenor in the Columbia;
S.C. case, AMPI has been
vigorously pursuing an
end to the assessment

that is projected to cost
AMPI members about
$6.5 million monthly and
U.S. dairy farmers nearly $60 million every
month.
"We've opposed this
harsh tax on dairy
farmers from the very
beginning," stated Elkin,
a dairy farmer from
Amery, Wisconsin.
"We've said it before and
it bears repeating — the
assessment would serve
no constructive purpose,
it would leave many
dairy farm families with
no other choice but to increase their milk production due to severe cashflow pressures."
AMPI has continuously
emphasized the necessity
of providing dairy
farmers with "individual
producer incentives" as

the effective sand
equitable way to reduce
milk surpluses. AMP!
has asserted that
assessments and proposals that lower milk
price support levels are
unfair because they treat
all dairy families the
same whether they increase, decrease, or hold
production steady.
"While we haven't had
the opportunity to review
the 119 page opinion in
detail yet, it's obvious
that Judge Perry has put
a tremendous amount of
time and effort into his
preparation," continued
Elkin. "We appreciate
his diligent work on this
case which is vital to
America's dairy farm
families."
Elkin pointed out that
some 20,600 AMPI

Subsidy issue discussed
WASHINGTON ( API —
The Agriculture Department's top trade official
says he is banking on
special high-level
meetings with European
leaders to end those nations' massive farm export subsidies, which cost
American producers
billions of dollars a year.
But Daniel Amstutz,
undersecretary of
agriculturre for international affairs, admits that
"those who have longer
experience ... on this
issue are perhaps not as
optimistic as I am."
And Amstutz says the
European response to the
United States' most recent proposal to resolve
the subsidy dispute "will
in large part determine

what our options are."
He told the congressional Joint Economic
Committee Tuesday he
expected a reply from the
European Economic
Community next week
when negotiators from
the EEC and the United
States meet again on the
subsidy issue.
"Subsidies of the European Community alone
have cost the United
States $5 billion to $6
billion a year in exports
since 1980," Amstutz
said. "If conditions don't
change, the loss could be
up to $8 billion by 1987."
U.S. trade officials,
having failed to win relief
on the subsidy question
last November during an
international trade sum-

RISE
IT AIL

Its scat is mounted to the side, so sou can follow the track And the
Kubota L2450L High Clearance diesel tractor stands 22" off the
ground That makes it ideal for row crops such as segetables and
tobacco
Standard features include a 25 hp i-C‘linder diesel engine, and 8
forward and 2 reserse speeds Plus dual independent hydraulic systems,
and a Categors I. 5-point hitch, rear PTO powers tillers, sprayers, and
MO.el,

OKUBOTIle

For high Llearance work,there are specialized cultivators
and a fertilizer side-dresser rhe
Kubota 1.245H( is your i.hance
to rise abosc it all, while stasing
Nothing like it on earth.'
on the right track

McKee! Equipment
503 Walnut
Co. 753-3062

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

mit in Geneva, have called on the EEC to work
solely with the United
States on a complete
overhaul of the farm export subsidy provisions of
the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade.
Amstutz said the plan,
if accepted by the Europeans, would lead to a
redefinition of "what the
trade rules are" that
would be submitted to
U.S. and EEC leaders by
the end of the year.
"This can't wait for the
time-consuming processes of multilateral
trade rounds of the past,"
he said.
But while Amstutz and
other trade officials
reasserted the administration's opposition
to opening an all-out subsidy war with the Europeans, Deputy U.S. Trade
Representative Robert
Lighthizer warned that
failure to negotiate a
resolution to the subsidy
question would result in
American retaliation.

members wrote USDA
last fall to oppose implementation of the
assessment. This spring,
AMPI became an active
participant in the South
Carolina case, and on
April 25 filed a new motion in the case seeking a
temporary restraining
order based on
Agriculture Secretary
Block's failure to properly consider AMPI's 20,600
letters, the assessment's
impact on dairy farms,
and USDA's failure to
comply with the Administrative Procedure
Act. On May 5, Judge
Perry issued a temporary
restraining order halting
the assessment until that
decision was overturned
by the Fourth Circuit
Court of Appeals in Richmond, Virginia.
In issuing the
preliminary injunction,
June 3, Judge Perry
found that the Secretary
acted arbitrarily and
capriciously because:
1. He ignored and did
not respond to meaningful comments submitted during the comment
period, i.e., he ignored
the comment procedure.
2. He ignored significant and important fac-
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Where else but the Kentucky State Fair( Aug. 1120) does the "Pride of
Kentucky" shine through
so completely?
And
where else but at the
Fair's 4-H and FFA
Youth Sale of Champions,
Wednesday, Aug. 17, is
that pride demonstrated
with more enthusiasm?
The Youth Sale of
Champions has become a
marriage between the
two youth organizations
(4-H and FFA) and the
business community of
Kentucky. Without the
continued support of the
corporate sponsors and
buyers at the auction, the
sale could not go on.

A case in point is the
Hyatt Regency Hotel's
sponsorship of a very
special auctioneer, Leroy
Van Dyke. Van Dyke has
appeared at over 1,000
fairs where he has sold
almost as much livestock
as he has country music
recordings. The Hyatt's
generous participation in
the sale is only one example of the business community's support of Kentucky's future farmers
and livestock producers.
The Youth Sale of
Champions will be held in
the 2,000 seat East Hall
and is an auction for the
FFA and 4-H market
animals judged best at

FFA members attend convention

The Pillsbury Co.
Will Receive Milo
This fall

Associated Milk Producer, Inc. is the nation's
largest dairy farmer
cooperative with 33,000
members from 20 states
located throughout the
mid est, south and
southwest, who produce
about 12 percent of the
nation's milk supply.

Paschall and Mike
Wicker received the State
Farmer Degree. Jeffrey
Paschall served as a
member of the State
Cooperation Committee.
Mike Wicker was
selected as one of ten
numbers from Kentucky
to serve on the State
Nominating Committee
to select new State Officers.
Tracy Curd and Gina
Brown served as voting
delegates to the Convention.
Larry Gilbert, chapter
advisor, accompanied the
Calloway delegation to
the convention.

the Kentucky State Fair.
A total of six champion
animals will be sold including Supreme and
Reserve Grand Champion market steers,
lambs and hogs.
The entire show places
the State Fair spotlight
directly on the young
FFA and 4-H members
who have excelled in
their livestock projects
and upon the people and
industries who support
them with their participation and their active bid-

ding after the sale begins.
It also offers encouragement for the young 4-H
members who have excelled in their livestock
projects and upon the
people and industries who
support them with their
participation and their
active bidding after the
sale begins. It also offers
encouragement for the
young 4-H and FFA winners to continue that good
work into the future, and
incentive for other 4-H
and FFA members.

Wheat fails to meet PIK needs
WASHINGTON —
Secretary of Agriculture
John R. Block said it will
be necessary to require
wheat producers who do
not have sufficient quantities of wheat pledged as
price support loan collateral to meet their
payment-in-kind requirements to obtain
loans on their 1983-crop
production.
Producers who have no
1983-crop wheat planted
for harvest or who do not
have sufficient wheat
planted Mt harvest to
meet their PIK requirements will receive
payment-in-kind from
other wheat in Commodity Credit Corporation inventory, he said.
Block said all producers who signed a contract to participate in the

1983 PIK program agreed
to obtain a loan on their
1983 production for PIK
purposes to satisfy program needs if required by
CCC. USDA decided to
exercise this option after
determining there is an
insufficient quantity of
wheat currently
available to CCC to meet
PIK needs, he said.
CCC has developed
special provisions to permit producers to use their
1983 wheat production for
PIK purposes even
though they do not have
warehouse or on-farm
storage available. Block
said. The producer must
certify to the local county
office of USDA's
Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Sivrvice
that the required quantity
(Continued On Page 14)

organization provides
about 40 percent of all
farm credit.
In outlining the FCA's
activities during the first
three months of this year,
Wilkinson said on Monday that his lenders — the
Federal Land Banks and
the Production Credit
Associations — are doing
everything they can to
stick with producers who
have a reasonable chance
for success.
He said there are
"more refinancing, more
delinquencies and less
volume, but also more liquidations and bankruptcies."
Wilkinson's report
comes as legislation to
expand federal credit
assistance to struggling

farmers through the
Farmers Home Administration has stalled
in the Senate after passing the House.
Agriculture Secretary
John Block has vigorously opposed the bill
because it offers
preferential credit relief
only to farmers with
loans from FmHA.
That agency, providing
about 12 percent of all
farm credit, serves the
highest-risk producers
who no longer qualify for
credit from other
sources. Backers of the
legislative relief claim
FinHA officials are not
doing all they can to keep
good, young farmers in
business. Block
disagrees.

Block, contending that
the credit crunch is not as
bad as the reports of farm
sales make it seem, says
that no more than 12 percent of the nation's 2.4
million farm families
face serious credit problerns while half have no
outstanding debts at all.
But so far, he said, FCA
lenders have foreclosed
on 516 borrowers during
the first three months of
this year in an effort to
maintain the integrity
and financial health of
the system.
Based on patterns of
the past two years,
Wilkinson said he expects
to see some seasonal improvements in the credit
over the rest of this year.

Orange juice prices expected to fall

BIG-BUCK
FEEDS

Rabbit Feed $550 50 Lb.
Horse Feed $875 109 Lb.

753-3404
Grain
Merchandising

Buchanan Feed and Seed
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

4101111m01111111111111111.101M11111111111111•1111,11111111.

sitive to both the letter
and spirit of the Administrative Procedure
Act, and should work
diligently to make sure
the views of the dairy
farmers and the assessment's impact on individual dairy farms are
properly evaluated."

Financial gap could widen for farmers

Big Buck 21%
Dog Food
$695 50 Lb.

RAILROAD AYE. MURRAY. KY.

"We hope that
Secretary Block and his
staff will carefully study
Judge Perry's latest ruling which represents the
fourth occasion the
assessment has been
stopped in court," concluded Elkin. "USDA
should be extremely sen-

Corporate support aids 4-H, FFA sale

Four members and one
advisor of the Calloway
County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America attended the 54th annual
State Convention of the
Kentucky Association of
Future Farmers of
America June 7-10 at
Louisville.
Gina Brown, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood
Brown, participated in
the State Horticulture
Impromptu Speaking
Contest.
Mike Wicker, Jeffrey
Paschall and Tracy Curd
participated in the State
t
MEMBER OF THE Farm Business ManageMONTH — Gina Brown, ment contest. Jeffrey
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Ellwood Brown of Johnny
Robertson Road, was
selected as member of
WASHINGTON (AP) —
the Month for April by the
Calloway County Chapter The financial chasm that
"The administration of Future Farmers of has already gulped up
very much wants to avoid America. Gina was thousands of American
a trade war," Lighthizer selected as a result of farmers in what many ofsaid. "But, we are and winning the Regional ficials call the worst
will continue to be willing Horticulture Impromptu economic crisis since the
to be tough and act Speaking contest and be- Depression could get
forcefully to defend ing elected as Vice- even wider before stabiliourselves against the un- President of the Calloway ty is restored, a top credit
fair trade practices of Chapter of FFA for 1983- official says.
government intervention 84. Gina will be a senior
"The financial stress of
on the part of others."
the past. four years conat CCHS this year.
tinues to exact a small
but increasing toll on borrowers," according to
Donald Wilkinson, goverat Murray, Ky.
nor of the Farm Credit
Administration.
"It is possible that from
a credit standpoint things
could get worse before
For More Information
they get better," says
Wilkinson, whose
Call 474-2295
borrower -owned
le State Toll free 14100-5915409
Ott DI State Tell Free 1100-620-5452

Lay Pellets $55°. 50 Lb.
Lay Crumbles $5" 50 Lb.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

tors and situations such
as the cost of producing
milk and the ability of
producers to reduce production under an assessment program. He further ordered that the
USDA should return all
monies which have
already been collected.

Murray, Ky.

WASIENGTON(AP) —
America's orange juice
lovers, squeezed by
skyrocketing prices due
to crop-destroying
freezes since 1977, can expect better prices and a
bigger selection of national brands in the next
few years, private
economists say.
"U.S. orange juice
prices will fall initially as

orange production levels
recover from the recent
freezes," says Charles
Riemenschneider, the
senior farm economist
for Chemical Bank of
New York.
"Later in the decade,
however, these prices
will rise as production
stagnates and as demand
increases with population
and cqnsumer income

growth,"
Riemenschneider says in
summarizing a new 10year forecast for the U.S.
citrus industry.
The forecast also says
consumers will begin
shifting from frozen concentrated orange juice,
which has been extremely popular over the last
two decades, to more convenient chilled, ready-to
-

Constructive
Some people think The Federal
credit for your
Land Bank only finances farm
lland.But we also provide
construction pans.
long-term agricultural credit
for home and farm building. We offer
competitive interest rates, flexible-terms and
the affordable payments you're looking for. Call
or stop by your Land Bank office today. Your
construction plans deserve constructive credit.
Ovtpest Office
The
In Merrily
Land Bank
Every Toestley At The PCA Office
Close to the land and the people who work it.
641 N. 753-5602

serve juice.
In the dozen years
before the 1977 freeze,
Americans nearly doubled their annual citrus
juice consumption to an
average of more than 5
gallons. Only soft drinks
exceeded that rise.
The increase in juice
consumption came at a
time when industry expansion and improved efficiency resulted in a 35
percent decline in real
costs.
But after that crop
freeze and the precipitous
drop in domestic orange
production with the
freezes in 1981 and 1982,
consumption has leveled
off as retail costs zoomed.
In just the last three
years, the industry's processing costs have
jumped by more than a
third when inflation is
considered.
This year, however,
U.S. production should
begin bouncing back if
weather is close to normal. And the production
surge, the forecast indicates, should cut import requirements by
two-thirds and translate
into a modest reduction in
the retail price of a 6ounce can of frozen
orange juice.
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Attempts made to inform public of'dating abuse' problem

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. ( AP) — While abuse
of spouses and children
has been well publicized,
one western Kentucky
agency says another
category of victims is going relatively unnoticed.
Dating abuse is "a problem that's being seen in
high school, college-age
and adult couples," said
Jeannie Campbell, director of Barren River Area
Safe Space.
"It's not relationships
that are casual. It's a couple who have dated one
year or more. About one
out of five couples in a
serious dating relationship experiences some
form of abuse.
"We suspect it's
higher," said Mrs. Campbell, whose organization
provides help to women
experiencing spouse or

parper abuse.
Arnong dating ,kouples,
the abuse victims usually
are female. Not always
though — the male or
botti partners may be
participating in abusive
behavior.
Several clues may crop
up. For instance, an
abuser may try to isolate
the victim and cut her off
from friends. He may not
want her to eat or shop
with her best friend,-or to
flirt with other men.
If he has a temper, he
might strike the victim in
anger, especially when
he's been drinking. He
might even cope with
stress in a violent manner, drunk or sober.
Later he may beg her
forgiveness and promise
his love.
"It all goes down to how
he handles stressful corn-

munications," Mrs. other forms of entertain- want
someone else to
Campbellisaid.
ment.
know this relationship is
Often it's difficult for a A victim may not even
failing," Mrs. Campbell
victim to associate the be aware that she is being said.
"And she may also
symptoms with the pro- abused. "Sometimes they make
excuses for the
blem. Or the victim may don't realize they are in abuser'
s behavior and
be too insecure to react. an abusive situation until even
interpret the abuse
For example, Mrs. it's brought to their atten- as
love."
Campbell said, a girl who tion or they realize
"For instance, when
is abused may be afraid something's missing her
boyfriend tells her to
lb break off the relation- from the relationship," stay
away from other
ship. Her boyfriend may Mrs. Campbell said.
guys because he loves her
have told her that he will Even if the victim does ..so
much," thejiick may
hurt her if she leaves. She realizeeshe's being abus- believe
that is a' sign of
may feel guilty and think ed, she may try to hide love.
She may also blame
that the relationship's the fact from family and his
behavior on drinking,
failure is her fault. She friends. "She doesn't if he
were drunk when he
may think abuse is "normal" in a relationship.
She may be insecure
and think that any
boyfriend, even an
abusive one, is better
than none. She might also
stay because of
economics — her
boyfriend picks up the tab
for movies, dinners and

slapped her.
"It's something that
when you love a person,
you tend to overlook
things," Mrs. Campbell
said. "You make excuses
for them."
Parents and friends
may want to forcibly
remove the girl from the
situation, but it's up to the
victim to decide her
course of action. -Family
members should be supportive, but you can't tell
them (victims) what to
do," Mrs. Campbell said.

Only yeatment can the
problem end, and the prbblem has roots in several
sources. Some abusers
may have been abused as
children, and, consequently, they learned to
use violence as a course
of act'r. Little boys are
often th: ught to "hit back"
when a childhood foe proyokes an attack. Violence
is part of the everyday
fare on television and in
newspapers.
The victim may also
need counseling. Corn-

l:
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munities' comprchansive
care centers and other
agencies can help in that
department. People such
as Mrs. Campbell are trying to educate the public
about dating abuse and
have.talked to high school
classes, church groups
and other organizations.
The, key, it seems, is
making people aware of
the signs of abuse and
opening th& eyes of victims. "Theardage love is
blind' is true." Mrs
Campbell said.
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Rabies still ci concern in Kentucky
FRANKFORT, K y. residents
of a Fayette
(AP) — Rabies is now a County suburb
last year.
rare disease among Ken- The dog became
ill and
tucky's pet population, neighbors tried
to treat
but that success is the him. A trip
to the
source of a new danger, veterinarian
eventually
says the state Cabinet for becarhe necessa
ry.
Human Resources.
By the time rabies was
Many people aren't confirmed, 27
people had
having their pets vac- been exposed to
it and recinated and don't suspect quired post-exposur
e
the disease when their treatment.
animals become ill, says
There were eight
the state agency.
laboratory-confirmed
Before the proper cases in pet dogs
last
diagnosis is made, the year and two
cases in
animal may have expos- cats.
ed a number of people to
Dr. Joseph Skaggs, a
rabies.
medical epidemiologist
As an example, the for the cabinet,
said the
cabinet cited the case of a mistake that
many peofriendly stray dog that ple make is
to assume
won the affections of that dogs
and cats

THE ACES
Dear Mr. Wolff:
I'm still trying to recover
from the shock of my
partner's unusual jump. I
opened one spade and he
jumped directly to five
spades. With so much bidding
space available, what kind of
hand would justify that bid?

R

BOBBY WOLFF

gets the blame for this disaster?
Deep Blush, Poughkeepsie. N.Y.

ANSWER: You do. The play
of the queen under partner's
king requests an underlead of
the ace unless the jack is•in
dummy. Normally, it promisNeeds Therapy, Syracuse, N.Y. es either a singleton queen or
the jack of the same suit.
ANSWER: You are right in
Dear
Mr. Wolff:
that much bidding space was
available for slam investiga- I opened one heart, oppotion regarding controls and nent overcalled one no trump
extra strength. It follows then and partner doubled. He led a
Isn't he supposed to
that partner's hand had these spade.
lead my suit?
still Waiting, Baltiissues under control. By elimimore, Md.
nation, the only reasonable
question would be "How good
ANSWER: Partner's penalare your trumps?" I would bid ty double was obviously based
six spades with decent trumps on enough high card strength
and pass with Q-x-x-x-x or to expect a plus score and a
worse.
good spade suit. He was not
obligated to lead your' suit, he
Dear Mr. Wolff:
If an unpassed hand makes made the lead he thought
a two over one response, what would give your side its best
is the meaning of a jump chance.
rebid by opener in the opened Dear Mr. Wolff:
suit?
Partner opens four hearts
Big Bid, Colorado Springs, Colo. and I bid five diamonds.
Should my five diamond bid
ANSWER: The bid is very be interpreted as a request to
descriptive. It shows a fine play or a cue bid in support
of
suit of at least six cards, play- hearts?
able as a trump suit opposite
Big Mixup, Springfield, Mass.
as little as a singleton lone
loser suit or better) and idenANSWER: A good question
tifies a hand that may be in and I have no specific answer.
the slam zone opposite a nor- Most players would probably
mal two over one response split 50-50 in their choices.
(16-19 points).
Problems like this can be
eliminated only through disDear Mr. Wolff:
Partner led the king of an cussion and agreement in
unbid suit against four spades. advance.
I held Q-9 doubleton in that
suit and signalled with the
--queen, hoping to score a third
bridge questions to The Aces.
round ruff. Net result? Part- Send
P.O Box 12369. Dallas, Texas 75225,
ner underled his ace and with self-addressed,
stamped envelope
declarer's jack scored. Who for reply
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Different sale items in different stores, but all
stores are loaded with special values, many
not mentioned here. Hurry in for best selection.
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Big Savings on These June Bargains and Many More!!

AM/FM Stereo Car Cassette Cassette Recording Tape
By Realistic'

40%
Off

Save
$80 11995"
1
30 watts total power for superb sound.
Bass and treble controls,-loudness
button, Auto-Eject, locking ff/rew.
Standard chassis fits in dash of many
cars. #12-1894 With mounting parce..are

FM/AM Headphone Radio

By Realtsbc
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CAR TAPE
STEREO
PLAYERS
COMPACTS
32%,.41% OFF 40%1.50% OFF
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Register for our drawing for a
6 ft. Norwy Spruce
& Several Rose Bushes
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PORTABLE TAPE RECORDERS
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Over 20 Varieties Of FOses
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For Family Life
Insurance that
meets today's
needs and
tomorrow's goals
...check with
State Farm.
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30% OFF All Trees & Shrubs
*Ash
*Maples
*Oaks
*Birch

transmit rabies only by
biting.
Humans can be infected when the rabid
animal's saliva comes in
contact with any open
wound or the membranes
in the mouth or eyes.
Skaggs said typical
symptoms of rabies are
difficult to describe
because they vary from
case to case. He said,
however, there are some
warning signals such as:
— Personality change.
Docile animals may
become aggressive.
— Voice change. The
sounds the pet normally
makes may alter in pitch.
— Jaw paralysis. In
dogs, the lower jaw may
hang open. People expose
themselves to rabies
when they think
something is stuck in the
dog's throat and reach in
with bare fingers to
retrieve it.
Skaggs said that unvaccinated pets allowed to
roam can contract rabies
from infected domestic
animals or wild animals
like skunks andracoons.
Wild animals are
believed to have caused
the recorded three cases
in cattle and the seven in
horses,Skaggs said.

60 Minutes

90

Minutes

2 199 2279
for

Reg. 1,99 Each

for
Reg. 2.79 Each

High output. wide frequency response.
Hinged storage case. No limit!
#44-602/603

1795
Reg. 29.95
Enjoy the Excitement of
Private Listening Anywhere
Earcushions seal out noise, seal in
rich, dual-speaker sound. Sidemounted controls. #12-186
ewa
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SATURDAY MEET — Murray Swim Team
defeated Calvert City, 483-204, with solid performances throughout the lineup. (Top left) Mary
Jo Simmons was a multiple performer with victories in three girls relay events plus firsts in four
individual races and a second and a third; (bottom
left) Beth Wilson picked up Murray points by placing second five times in individual events while
(above) Steven Gresham placed first in all five of
his events. (Right) Swimmers launch in the boys
backstroke event.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Murray swimmers dominate, 483-204

MST defeats Calvert City squad

Is Wimbledon bomber defused?

Steven and Jonathan
Gresham and Megan
Cappock scored first
place finishes in all five of
their individual events to
lead Murray Swim Team
to its home victory over
Calvert City, Saturday,
483-204.
The Murrayans also accepted first-place aid in
the 6-and-under competition from both Megan
Malinauskas and Caleb
Johnson.
Plus, the host team
received first place
finishes by all of its relay
teams.
Wednesday the Murray
squad travels to Greenville Country Club to
compete in the Greenville
Relay Meet.
First place finishers in
each event for the Murray team included:

McEnroe plans 'new leaf'approach
WIMBLEDON,
England ( AP ) — John
McEnroe, who incurred
the wrath of his
Wimbledon hosts and
shocked spectators with
his on-court behavior
when he won the title two
years ago, says he has
turned over a new leaf for
this year's appearance.
"I think I'm going to
disappoint all those who
are waiting for a bomb to
drop on me," McEnroe
said before the
Wimbledon tournament
began today.
Jimmy Connors, as
defending champion,
followed tradition and
was to play first on the
center court. His opponent was to be Eddy Edwards.
McEnroe was to play
Ben Teslerman on No. I
court. Testerman made a
good impression as a
grass courts player in the
Stella Artois tournament
at London's Queen's Club
two weeks ago and has
shown himself capable of
springing upsets when his
big service is going well.
When McEnroe beat
Sweden's Bjorn Borg for
the men's title in 1981 his
verbal abuse of officials

and his deportmencat the
staid All England Lawn
Tennis Club was reftarded as a major scandal.
He was fined $7,300, of
which $5,000 was later
rescinded, and he stayed
away from the traditional
posttournament Champions' Dinner and Dance
at the Savoy Hotel.
McEnroe, 24, told a
British newspaper he was

of the tournament opening.
Ivan Lendl, the Czech
with the powerful
forehand and seeded
third at Wimbledon even
though he has never
achieved much on
English grass courts, was
quoted at 5-1.
Longshot players could
take a stab on American
Vitas Gerulaitis and Mats
Wilander of Sweden at 25to-1, or Johan Kriek, Sandy Mayer and Guillermo
Vitas at 33-to-1.
Chris Evert Lloyd was
listed the second choice to
Navratilova at 11-to-4,
and was followed by
Tracy Austin, Andrea
Jaeger, Hana
repeat as the women's Mandlikova and Pam
champion.
Shriver — at 16-to-1
Connors and
Navratilova were the hottest Wimbledon favorites
in years, in terms of
bookies' odds.

not hinder him but he felt
that the man to beat was
Connors, who soundly
defeated the New Yorker
in the Stella Artois final a
week ago.
Britain's legal
bookmakers agreed.
The bookies made Connors an even-money
favorite and Martina
Navratilova was listed as
an odds-on favorite to

Murray's Mel Purcell faces
Tim Wilkison of Ashville,
N.C., in the first round of
Wimbledon tennis tourney
ashamed of his outbursts
and will curb them.
"If there's a major
blow-up with a player disqualified and expelled
from the championships,
then it will have to be someone else who is hit,".he
was quoted in Sunday's
News of the World.
"Winning Wimbledon
once is enough. But I'd
like to do it again without
the controversy," he
said.
McEnroe said his injured left shoulder will

Connors was running
even with McEnroe, his
strongest challenger, last
week. But McEnroe's
odds slipped when word
went out that his injured
left shoulder was still
bothering him. He was
listed at 7-to-4 on the eve

Girls 6 & under Freestyle - M
Malinauskas
Boys 6 & under Freestyle - C
Johnson
boys 8 & under Medley Relay - S
Gresham S Malinauskas. P Johnson,

Navratilova, Kriek
win tennis tourneys

EASTBOURNE, Court Tennis ChampionEngland ( AP I —.Martina ships.
BRISTOL, England
Navratilova scored a
crushing 6-1, 6-1 victory (AP) — Johan Kriek edgSaturday over ed Tom Gullickson 7-6, 7-5
Australia's Wendy Turn- Sunday to capture the
bull to retain the $150,000 West of England Tennis
BMW Women's Grass Title.
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J.M. Austin
Girls 10 & under Medley Relay - J
Parker. A.L. Fuson. B. Wilson. K
Hooks
Boys 10 & under Medley Relay -vA.
Rayburn. B Gresham. D. Payne, S.
Stogner
Girls 12 & under Medley Relay
Murray "A -I... Payne, M Ca ppock
D. Stogner S. Wilkins
Boys 12 & under Medley Relay Orr, M Simmons. J. Gresham, J
Wilson
Girls 14 & under Medley Relay
T
Wagner, M.J Simmons, C. Billington,
C. Williams
Girls 15-18 Medley Relay
T
Wagner. J. Rayburn, K. Sykes, C
Williams
Girls 3-under Freestyle - G. Trimble
Boys 3-under Freestyle --S Gresham
S.
Boys 14-under Medley Relay
Terry, E. Easley, J. Gresham, J. Tripp
Boys 12 & under Freestyle
S.
Stohner
Girls 12 & under Freestyle - M Cappock
J.
Boys 12 & under Freestyle
Gresham
T.
Girls 14 & under Freestyle
Wagner
Boys 14 & under Freestyle - S Terr,

Girls 14 & under Breaststroke - - M J
Boys 15-18 Freestyle - S Terry
Boys 8 & under Backstroke - S Simmons
Boys 14 & under Breaststroke - S
Gresham
Boys 10 & under Backstroke - A. Terry
111f
Girls 15-18 Breaststroke - M J SimRayburn
Girls 6 & under Back - M. mons
Boys$& under Fly - S Gresham
Malinauskas
Boys l0& under Fly - 1.3 Payne
Boys6& under Back - C. Johnson
Girls t2& under Fly - M Cappock
Girls 12 & under Backstroke -- M
13oys 12& under Fly - J Gresham
Cappock
Boys 8 & under Freestyle Relay -Boys 12 & under Backstroke - J
Murray "A-- P Johnson, J M Austin.
Gresham
S Malinauskas.S Gresham
Girls 14 & under Backstroke - M.J
Simmons
Boys 15-18 Backstroke - S. Terry
Girls 10 k under Free Relay - MurGirls 8 & under IM G. Trimble
ray -A - - Fuson. Parker, Hooks,
Boys 0& under IM - S. Gresham
Wilson
Boys 10 & under IM - A. Rayburn
Boys& under Freestyle Relay - MurGirls 12 & under IM - M. Cappock
ray "A"-Payne, Gresham, Rayburn,
Boys l2& under IM -- J. Gresham
Stogner
Girls 14 & under IM - M.J. Sammons
Girls 12 k under Free Relay -- MurBoys 15-181M - E. Easley
ray ''A"--Weatherford, Stogner,
Girls 8 & under Breaststroke
G. Payne. Cappock
Trimble
Boys 12 & under Free Relay -Boys 8 & under Breaststroke - S
WiLson, M Simmons, R Orr, J
Gresham
Gresham
Boys 10 & under Breaststroke - A.
Girls 14 & under Free Relay
Rayburn
Wagner, Billington, Simmons. Williams
Girls 12 & under Breaststroke - M
Boys 14 & under Free Relay Cappock
Gresham. Tripp, Easley. Terry
Boys 12 & under Breaststroke -- J.
Girls 1548 Free Relay
Williams.
Greshain
Sykes,Simmons. Wagner
-

Summer Baseball Roundup
Murray's Senior Babe
Ruth teams produced a 13 record against opponents this weekend, the
Holland Drugs squad
plit a doubleheader with
arshall County while
&R Block lost a twinbill
t Livingston County.
Holland.,Drugs trailed
3 in the bottom of the
fifth but tied the game on
two runs walked in and a,
score by David McMillen
on a passed ball. Reggie
Carter relieved and got
the last out, but gave up
the winning run in the
sixth.
Todd Ross had a pair of
hits and Tom Schwettman rapped a double to
back winner Cary
Miller's 61/3 innings of
mound work.
Miller relinquished five
hits and four walks while
striking out one.
Marshall County
bounced back in the second game and pounded
the hosts, 13-3.
Scott English, backed

by five-run bursts in the
second and sixth innings,
fanned six and scattered
seven hits. The game was
called in the sixth on the
10-run rule.
Rick Grogan was pinned with the loss after tossing two innings.
Jeff Downey went 2-for2 with a double and a
single and David Randolph and McMillen each
had a double in the loss.
At Livingston County,
Rusty Wright took the
first defeat, a 4-1 decision
based on three host
homers.
H&R could muster only
five singles and didn't
score until the sixth inning. Jim Davidson went
the distance for Livingston and lashed a
homer to help his own
cause in the third inning.
In the second game Livingston set the pace early, turning a 1-4-3
doubleplay. The hosts
capitalized on thOsterling
defensive performance
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SIRLOIN
Every

0

1. Inside Tail Light Wells
2. Inside Trunk Compartment
3. Inside Quarter Panels
4. Inside Dog Legs
5. Inside Door Panels

6. Entire Underbody
and Frame
7. Inside Rocker Panels
8. Inside Wheel Wells
9. Inside Headlight Wells
10. Inside Hood Edges

Parker Ford is now associated with Auto Armor
the 3-way protection system.
1. Rest Protection 1. Paiet protection 3. Fabric protection

Monday Special 8 oz. Chopped Steok-N-Stuf
with Soup & Salad Bar, choice of potato or roll $329
Soup and Salad Bar Only $1 99

Every
Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $129
ith Soup 8, Salad Bar, choice of potato or roll
Soup 8, Salad Bar only $1"

(ins* & underneath)

Auto Amor is for any make or
model new car or light truck
Coe le al ask abud
ietrodectery price
geed Ore* kly X

Parker
Ford Inc.
701 Mali

753-5//3

and took a 4-3 lead into
the fourth inning.
In the fourth, Wade
Smith, who finished the
afternoon with an RBI
double and a single,
drove in the go-ahead run
with a sacrifice fly.
But the Murrayans
could muster no more
runs and Charlie and Jim
Davidson clinched the
win for Livingston.
Charlie Davidson smashed a triple in the fifth and
Jim Davidson's second
home run of the day came
in the sixth to clinch the
game,7-5.
Brad Skinner took the
loss after relieving Gary
Galloway in the third.
For the losers, Steven
Malone drove in two runs
with a single and
Galloway tagged a solo
double.

Hooton,
Dodgers
N L's hottest
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Pitching has 'been the
name of the game for the
Los Angeles Dodgers
ever since they moved to
Los Angeles in 1958. But
the numbers they're putting together so far in
1983 border on the
frightening.
Veteran Burt Hooton
kept it up Sunday by winning his fifth in a row, pitching the Dodgers past
Cincinnati, 5-1, a threehitter for his first victory
over the Reds in five
years. Afterward, he
acknowledged the current staff is a good one,
but added, "In '77-78 we
had a great staff, too."
That's when the
Dodgers appeared in the
World Series two successive seasons.
The Dodgers' pitchers
have the best earned run
average in baseball, 2.57,
a superior mark to the
Dodgers' 2.62 in 1966, the
Koufax-Drysdale-Osteen
era.
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Watson denied U.S. history by hard-charging Nelson
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
OAKMONT, Pa. ( AP)
— Larry Nelson, who
came into the tournament
in 92nd place on this
year's earnings list, captured the rain-delayed
United States Open Golf
Championship by one
stroke over defending
champion Tom Watson
today.
Nelson finished the
fourth round with a 4under-par 67 for a 72-hole
total of 280, topping Watson, who was seeking to
become the first man
since Ben Hogan in 195051 to win consecutive
Open crowns.
The two men began
play tied at 4 under par,

TOM WATSON

Nelson teeing off at the
16th hole and Watson putting on the 14th green.
Nelson birdied the 16th
hole with a 62-foot putt to
go 5 under, while Watson
putted out for par on No.
14 to drop a stroke
behind.
It stayed that way until
the 18th hole when Nelson
three-putted from 40 feet,
missing an eight-foot second putt for a bogey.
Almost simultaneously,
Watson, playing No. 17,
put his approach in a
bunker, came out to three
feet, missed that putt and
also made bogey.
Ironically, it was on the
17th hole at Pebble Beach
that Watson holed an incredible chip shot to grab

a stranglehold on his first
Open crown. This time,
the 17th was not so kind.
Six golfers had been on
the course when Sunday's
fourth round was halted
by a violent rainstorm
that turned the Oakmont
Country Club into a
quagmire of mud.
Besides Nelson and
Watson, Dr. Gil Morgan
was the only other player
below par and he teed off
today at No. 17 1 under for
70 holes. He finished with
a 68 for the final 18 holes
and a 283.
Morgan's partner, Raymond Floyd, was 8 over
when play resumed and
could not have been thrilled, forced to play in a
hopeless situation and

then rush off to Memphis
to defend his championship in that tournament,
this week's PGA tour
stop. He finished at 293
for the tournament and
left.
Calvin Peete, who had
started play Sunday tied
with Nelson, one stroke
behind Watson and Seve
Ballesteros, was 1 over
and started from the 16th

Felzer shows knees
first at U.S. Open

Sleets travels with NIT All Stars

Tiger trackers named All State
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Five members of the
Murray High track
and field team have
been named to the
Kentucky Track And
Field News All State
team for 1983.
According to the
News, a weekly
publication, five Murray performers in
three events were
selected to the honor
squad.
Mark Boggess, Class
A high jump champion, was selected
automatically because
of his first place leap
of 6-foot-6 in the state
meet.
Tommy Wagner was
runnerup in the 400
meter run and the run=
nerup 1600 meter relay
team of Wagner, Jeff
Owens, Andy Parks
and George Moore
were also honored.
The selections for
the team are comprised of the first place
finisher in each event
plus the two athletes
(or relays) with the
best seasonal performance in each
event.
• • •
Despite a bike wreck
during training and a
pulled leg muscle,
Murrayan Adam Lanning competed in
Sgturday's Budweiser
Light Mach Tenn
Triathlon in
Tullahoma, Tenn.
Lanning, who said
the injuries didn't
bother him in the 1K
swim or the 39K bike
ride, admitted the concluding 10K run did

cause some problems.
The Murray State
professor finished with
a time of 2:37:42 and
placed second among
four competitors in the
over-50 age group.
About 250 entrants
competed Saturday.
The Mach Tenn was
Lanning's fourth
triathlon and his next,
the Hart-O-Dixie, is
scheduled in July. The
Hart-O-Dixie in
Philadelphia,
Mississippi, was Lanning's firsrtri a year
ago.

covering
all fields

The Booster Club activities are not limited
to the high school, but
affect students in
grades K-12 in the
Calloway school
system. Approval of
officer nominations
will be one of the
orders of business in
Monday's meeting.
• • •
,Results of last
Thursday's Junior
Golf Program at Oaks
Country Club included
a chipping and putting
contest won by Brian
Hulick with Chad

kl

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

• • •
The Murray Tennis
Association will be
sponsoring the State
Junior Tennis Tournament, beginning Friday, and at least 300
participants are expected.
• • •
Calloway County
High's Athletic
Booster Club will be
conducting a
reorganization
meeting Monday,June
27, at 8 p.m. at the
school library. Anyone
interested in Laker
athletics, past
members and new,are
invited to attend.

Crouse runnerup and
Jada Coker third.
Winners in each of
the age divisions were
Chad Caldwell (6-7),
Michael Lovett (8-9),
Christian Crouse (1011), Adam Chambers
( 12-13 ) and Ami
Barnett(girls 8-9).
.•.
Lamont Sleets, Murray State basketball
guard, will be heading
for Australia via
Tahiti on July 13 as a
member of the 1983
National Invitational
Tournament All Star
team.
Sleets, a 5-10 junior,
will be part of the NIT

entourage which will
play eight exhibition
games (July 15-31)
against three
Australian national
teams and five national club teams,
similar to college
squad in the U.S.
The squad was
selected by voting of
the NIT coaches according to talent and
overall personality
and leadership
qualities.
Members of the 1983
team will be Ron
Anderson, MVP of the
1983 tournament, a 6-7
junior forward from
Fresno State; Bobby
Beecher, 6-10
freshman center from
Virginia Tech; Ben
Towers, 6-8 senior forward from Michigan
State; Jimmy Foster,
6-8 junior forward
from South Carolina;
Lewis Jackson, 6-3
junior forward from
Alabama State; Herb
Johnson, 6-10
sophomore center
from Tulsa; Tony
Macintosh, 6-2
sophomore guard from
Fordham; Jim Petterson, 6-10 junior forward from Minnesota;
Delaney Rudd, 6-2
sophomore guard from
Wake Forest; and
Charlie Smith, 6-3
sophomore guard from
Old Dominion.
Head coach Neal
Kennett of Wagner
College in New York
will be assisted by
Jack Powers, past
coach and now athletic
director at Manhattan
College.

OAKMONT, Pa. (AP)
— Forrest Fezler didn't
break par and didn't
break any rules, but he
did break some new
ground at the 83rd U.S.
Open Golf Championship.
Fezler took off his
slacks and wore shorts on
the 18th hole Sunday,
becoming the first male
golfer to don shorts during a major professional
tournament.
Shorts have been standard attire on the LPGA
tour for years.
United States Golf
Association officials indicated that no
disciplinary action would
be taken, since Fezler
didn't violate any written
regulations.
"I didn't do it out of
spite," said Fezler, who
took a bogey 5 on the 18th
hole at Oakmont Country
Club to complete a round
of 76.
"I thought the crowd
would like it," he said. "I
just wanted to show
everybody that golfers
aren't prima donnas.
Some of us like to be a little bit different."
Fezler hinted before
the Open that he wanted
to challenge the unwritten rule against shorts.
USGA President
William Campbell
acknowledged Sunday
there is no written rule
banning shorts, but
hinted one could be
adopted.
Fezler played his first
17 holes in blue slacks,
then ducked into a portable toilet building between the 17th green and
18th tee and switched to
navy blue shorts.
"I feel better already,"
he said.
His quick change
caught the small gallery
off guard.
"That's beautiful," one
lady said, noticing the
change.
-They must have
beaten the pants off of
him," a man said.
The large gallary rim-
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Boston Breakers stay ahead of game in USFL
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BOSTON (AP) — How
could the Boston
Breakers ever win
without quarterback
Johnnie Walton, who led
them to five come-frombehind victories?
Simple. They never fell
behind.
Walton was sidelined
with a strained left knee,
so inexperienced Doug
Woodward got his first
United States Football
League start Sunday and
directed Boston to a 24-17
victory over the Tampa
Bay Band;'On Friday
night in the USFL, the
Chicago Blitz beat the
Birmingham Stallions 2914 to take the lead over
the Bandits in the Central
Division; the Denver
Gold rushed over the
Arizona Wranglers 32-6,
and the New Jersey
Generals topped the Los
Angeles Express 20-13.
Monday night's games
feature the Oakland Invaders against the Stars
at Philadelphia and the
Washington Federals at
Pontiac to play the
Michigan Panthers.
The Breakers led 7-0
less than two minutes into
the game and 14-3 after
the first-quarter. That
took pressure off Woodward, who wouldn't be
forced to pass to try for
quick scores.
"We expected them to

UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
run a lot, especially after
they got ahead," said
Bandits' Coach Steve
Spurrier.
"Scoring as quickly as
we did definitely helped
the offense and set the,
tempo," said the 24-yearold Woodward, who completed 12 of 17 passes for
two touchdowns but only
80 yards.
Both teams are 10-6.
Boston, winner of five of

its last six games, improved its chance for the
wild-card playoff berth,
while Tampa Bay fell one
game behind Chicago, the
Central Division leader.
The Bandits held a 355222 advantage in yards
and ran 73 plays to
Boston's 46. 'But the
Breakers made big plays
and few mistakes.
Woodward wasn't intercepted or sacked, and

tee today. He bogeyed
that hole, ending the
round with a 73 and the
tournament at 286.
Ballesteros also was 1
over and resumed play
with a putt on the 14th,
the same situation Watson faced. He finished at
74 for the round and 286
for the tournament.
Nelson shot mediocre
rounds of 75-73 on Thursday and Friday but surg-

Boston lost neither of its
two fumbles. Tampa Bay
quarterback Mike Kelley
was sacked four times
and threw one interception, and the two fumbles
the Bandits lost led to 10
Breakers' points.
The Federals will be
without the services of
quarterback Mike
Hohensee, who sprained
a knee June 3. Kim McQuilken, who engineered
the Federals' victory
over Michigan earlier in
the season, will be back
at the throttle for
Washington.
It will be McQuilken's
seventh start of the
season. He was at the

controls for both
Washington victories.
The Panthers, who
have won eight of their
last 10 games, are one
game behind Central
Division leaders Chicago
and Tampa Bay.
Michigan rolled to an impressive 42-17 victory
over the Los Angeles Express last week.
Quarterback Bobby
Hebert was the hero in
the LA triumph, coming
up with 417 net yards.

ming the 18th green clapped loudly, some standing, as they noticed
Fezler's attire. Some
wondered if he had worn
the shorts the entire
round.
"That's a first," one
man said.

ed into the chase with a
sizzling 65 on Saturday.
"I knew I needed a big
round to get into it," he
said.
He had caught fire with
a siege of birdies and produced 10-under-par golf
for 33 holes going into today's last three holes.
"I've hit a lot of good
shots," he said. "I can't
explain it, but I've been
hitting close to the hole."
It was only the sixth
tour victory and second
major tournament crown
for the 35-year-old
Nelson, who also won the
1981 PGA championship.
A pro since 1974, he
first became interested in
the game while hitting
balls on a driving range
during his lunch break
when he worked as a
commercial illustrator
for an aircraft company
in Marietta, Ga.
Nelson won his first
tournament in 1979, cap-

turing the Jackie Gleason
Inverrary Classic and
finished that year with
$281,022, No. 2 on the earnings list.
But he had been struggling this year and had
missed the cut in 10 of the
16 starts before coming to
Oakmont.
The Open victory was
worth $72,000 and pushed
Nelson's earnings for the
year to $101,543. Watson
got $44,000 for finishing
second and Morgan's
third place finish was
worth $'29,000. Peete and
Ballesteros shared fourth
place and earned $17,968
apiece.
It was the second time
Watson has experienced
a major disappointment
at Oakmont. In 1978, he
led the PGA here by five
strokes with nine holes to
play but was caught by
John Mahaffey and lost
the tournament in a
playoff.
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Pro Baseball
U.S. Open Golf

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pet GB
Baltimore
38 27
585
OAKMONT,Pa. AP 1 - Final top ten Toronto
35 23
556 2
scores and earnings in the 83rd U.S Detroit
35 29
547 24
Open Golf Championship on the 6,972 New York
34 30
531 34
yard. par-71 Oakmont Country Club Boston
32 31 .508 5
course.
Milwaukee
29 33
468 74
Larry. Nelson $72,000
75-73-65-67-280 Cleveland
29 35 .453 84
72-70-70-69--001
Torn Watson $44,000
WEST DIVISION
73-72-70-68-283 California
Gil Morgan $29,003
547 35 29
Seve Ballesteros $17.968 69-74-69-74-286 Kansas City
31 28 .525 14
75-68-70-73-286 Texas
Calvin Peete $17,968
13 30
524 14
73-70-73-71 -287 Oakland
Hal Sutton,$13.254
32 33 .492 3',
Lanny Wadkins $12,088 72-73-74-69-288 Chicago
30 33
476 44
David Graham $10,711 74-75-73-69-291 Minnesota
28 39
418 84
Ralph Landrum 810,711 75-73-69-74-291 Seattle
382 11
X 42
73-74-74-71-292
Chip Beck $8.976
Saturday's Games
Oakland 3. Chicago 1
California 7, Toronto6
Cleveland 12, Detroit 8
New York 5, Milwaukee 4
Kansas City 6. Seattle 5
Boston 1. Baltimore 2
Minnesota 8, Texas 4
United States Football League
Sunday's Games
Atlantic
Cleveland 7, Detroit 2, 2nd game ppd
W L T Pet.PF PA ram
Philadelphia 13 2 0 .867 322 167
Toronto 6, California 1
1060 625349.
Boston
307 New York 8. Milwaukee 3
New Jersey 5 11 0 .313 283 389 Baltimore 6, Boston 3
Washington 2 13 0
133 223 380 Chicago 1, Oakland 0
Central
Kansas City 4, Seattle 2
Chicago
11 5 0 _688 406 230 Texas 4, Minnesota 1
Tampa Bay 10 6 0 .625 320 3X
Monday's Games
Michigan
9 6 0 .600 357 286
Minnesota i Viola 3-4 i at Toronto
500 304 278 I Gott 4-Si, in
Birmingham 8 8 0
Pacific
Cleveland 1 Eichelberger 3-4 at
8 7 0 .533 289 258 Boston Eckersley 4-41, n
Oakland
7 9 0
Denver
438 247 257 Milwaukee i Porter 0-21 at Detroit
Los Angeles 7 9 0 .438 254 323 Rozema 4-01,
4 12 0 .250 240 388 New York i Hawley 7-5i at Baltimore
Arizona
Sunday's Game
iDavis 4-31, in
Boston 24, Tampa Bay 17
Seattle i Beattie 4-41 at Chicago i Hoyt
Monday's Games
7-7), ini
Oakland at Philadelphia, n
Oakland i Krueger 5-5 i at Kansas City
Washington at Michigan. n
iBlue 0-31, n
Saturday, June 25
California i John 6-31 at Texas
Boston at Oakland, n
I Tanana 2-11.1n1
Jersey,
n
Arizona at New
Tuesday's Games
Minnesota at Toronto. n
New York at Baltimore, ni
Cleveland at Boston, 1 n
Milwaukee at Detroit, n

Pro Football

Auto Racing

LE MANS, France
(AP) — Al Holbert,
Hurley Haywood and
Vern Schuppan drove a
Porsche 956 to victory in
the Le Mans 24-hour
classic Sunday, beating
the team of Jacky Ickx
and Derek Bell by 63
seconds and just two
miles after a record
3,136 miles of racing.
BROOKLYN, Mich.
I AP) — Cale Yarborough fought off Bobby Allison, taking control with 12 laps remaining and rolling to victory in the Gabriel 400
Grand National stock
car race Sunday at
Michigan International
Raceway.

Seattle at Chicago, n
Oakland at Kansas City. n
California at Texas, in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Montreal
32 28 .533 St. Louis
32 28 .533 Philadelphia
23 29 491 24
Chicago
30 32 .484 3
Pittsburgh
23 36
390 84
New York
377 94
23 38
WEST DIVISION
Los Angeles
43 21 .672 Atlanta
38 27 .565 54
San Francisco
34 31 .523 94
Houston
33 34 .493 114
San Diego
31 33
484 12
Cincinnati
28 38
424 16
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati 3, Los Angeles 2
San Francisco 5, Atlanta 4
Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh 4
New York 6, Montreal 1
Chicago 10. St. Louis 1
San Diego 2, Houston 1,11 innings
Sunday's Games
Montreal 4, New York 3
Philadelphia 14. Pittsburgh 2
Chicago 4. St. Louis 1
Los Angeles 5. Cincinnati 4
San Diego 6. Houston 4
San Francisco 9, Atlanta 6
Monday's Games
St. Louis 1Stuper 7-3 and Hagen 1•01 at
New York Swan 1-2 and Terrell 0-01,2.
n
Chicago iJenkins 3-3 and Lefferts 1-3
at Pittsburgh i Tunnell 1-3 and Bibby 27),2,1n)
Philadelphia Carlton 7-7 ) at Montreal Bun-is 2-2 ,, n1
Atlanta Falcone 4-I at Houston
Ruble 1-21, n
San Diego ( Whitson 1-4 i at Los
Angeles Reuss 6-5 n1
Cincinnati i Puleo 2-31 at San Francisco Laskey 7-7 n
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia at Montril$1. 2. 11
St. Louis at New York, ni
Chicago at Pittsburgh. I n I
Atlanta at Houston. Ni
San Diego at Los Angeles. in
Cincinnati at San Francisco, n

League Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BAITING 140 at bats i: Carew,
California, 409; Brett. Kansas City.
.369, Boggs, Boston, .361, McRae, Kansas City. 350: Griffey, New York,.338.
RUNS: Ripken, Baltimore. 47;
&Murray. Baltimore. 45; Castino, Minnesota, 44; Yount. Milwaukee. 43:
Ward, Minnesota, 42.
RBI: Ward, Minnesota. 46: Kittle,
Chicago, 45; E.Murray. Baltunore. 43;
Winfield. New York. 43: Rice. Boston,
42.
HITS. Carew. California, 88.
Whitaker, Detroit, 84; Boggs, Boston.
63: Ciieino. Minnesota, 83 Griffey,
New York.80
DOUBLES. McRae. Kansas City. 22:
Hrbek. Minnesota, 20: Bell. Texas. 19.
Boggs, Boston. 19: Cooper. Milwaukee,
18.
TRIPLES: C.Moore. Milwaukee. 5:
G Wilson. Detroit. 5: Griffin. Toronto,
5, Herndon, Detroit. 5; K:Gibson,
Detroit, 5: Winfield, New York.5
HOME RUNS: DeCinces, California.
15: Rice, Boston, 15, Kittle. Chicago,
14. Lynn, California. 13. 5 are tied with
12

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BAITING 140 at bats Hendrick.
St.Loins. .345: Easier, Pittsburgh. .338.
Dawson. Montreal. .328; Madlock, Pittsburgh..318; Murphy. Atlanta, 315.
RUNS: Murphy, Atlanta. 58: Garvey .
San Diego. 50: Evans. San Francisco.
48; Raines, Montreal. 46; Horner.
Atlanta,42.
FIB!: Murphy. Atlanta. 53, Dawson,
Montreal, 49: Hendrick. St. Louis. 48.
Evans. San Francisco. 46: T.Kennedy.
San Diego, 42.
HITS: Thai, Houston. 53; Dawson. Montreal, 81; Murphy, Atlanta, 75,
Garvey. San Diego. 74: Oliver, Montreal, 74.
DOUBLES: Dawson. Montreal, 18.
J.Ray. Pittsburgh. 17: Buckner, Chicago, 16: Cruz, Houston. 16: Oliver,
Montreal. 16.
Moreno, Houston, 7.
TRIPLES
Dawson. Montreal, 5: Barnes. MonVeal, 5, Washington. Atlanta. 5. 7 are
tied with 4.
HOME RUNS Murphy, Atlanta. 19.
Evans, San Francisco. 18; Clark. San
Francisco. 13, Guerrero, Los Angeles.
13 4 are tied with 12

Larry Krouse Insurance

524 Main
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Test your own
blood sugar at home ...
Electrical power lines
can be dangerous. It

Its easy with the now Asnes Glucometee
• The Glucometer is completely portable

touched they can cause a terrible
shock that may seriously hurt or kill you.
Never touch,kick, pull, or attempt to pick up a fallen or sagging wire.
The Ills you save may be your own.

• Battery-operated
• Features simple push-buttOn operation
digital display

iv4

• Built-in memory calibration
41 Provides laboratory accuracy at our

attoroabie price

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-op Corp. 753-5012

See your physician, then call:

MEDICAL
H LLAND
NAL KEMP, N.A.T.
Ct. Sq. Murray

753-1465
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Census at Murray hospital is reported
Dismissals were as
follows:
Danny Lawrence, Rt.
7; Trenton Cornwell, Rt.
9, Benton, Jesse L. Crass,
Rt. 9, Kirksey ; Mrs.
Kathy Lou Ray, A2
Mobile Home Village;
Barry Barnett, Rt. 1, Big
Sandy, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ebith Louise
Bray,306 South Third St.;
Mrs. Dedra McCuiston

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday.
June 13, was 139 adults
and eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Watt,
parents, James and Martha, 12 Hales Apts.;
Baby Boy Garland,
parents, Randy and
Beverly,83 Shady Oaks.

and baby boy, Rt. 8; Mrs.
Mary D. Hall, 1210
Dogwood; Mrs. Edna
Wells, Rt. 1, White
Plains;
Mrs. Vera Arnett, Rt 5,
Mayfield; Mrs. Gloria
Ballard, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
Johnie Hobert Elliott, Rt.
5; Clifton Roberts, Rt. 5;
Mrs. Mattie Moore, Rt. 1,
Hazel.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Sprint
5 Vipers
9 Mountain
sheep
12 Region
13 Father
14 Chicken
15 Long (for)
17 Motorless
vessel
19 Checked
21 Night birds
22 Caprice
24 Preposition
25 Genus of
cattle
26 Hurry
27 Classify
29 Rupees
abbr
31 Urge on
32 Hebrew letter
33 Parent
colloq
34 Eat
35 Compass
point
36 Tried
38 Beverage
39 Mournful
40 Teutonic
deity
41 Nuisance
42 Unlock
44 Public
speaker
46 Foreboding
48 Stage
whisper
51 Bushy clump
52 Choir voice
54 Lamb's pen
name
55 Declare
56 Musical
instrument
57 Depression

Period
of time
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
2 Exist
"PThi
3 Scorching
01
4 Seraglio
5 Conjunction
6 Alluring
women
7 Goad
8 Stitch
9 Presentations
10 Cure
EE
11 Emmets
BIN
TE
16 Symbol for
nickel
LEPE RII
-18 Footwear
20 Part of
face pl
34 Unproductive 44 Eye
22 Singing bird 36 Makes into
amorously
23 Massive
leather
45 Symbol for
25 Wire nail
37 Cylindrical
tantalum
27 Imitated
39 Shabby
47 Swiss river
28 Musical
41 Sat for
49 Noise
drama
portrait
50 Dine
29 Regrets
42 Chooses
53 Hypothetical
30 Quarrel
43 Malay canoe,
force

D
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OKA`f DOE5 EACH OF
YOU HAVE A CAMERA?

GOOD! WE ARE NOW
GOING ON WHAT 15
CALLED A PHOTO HIKE

2. Notice

2. Notice

TAKE A DEMO DRIVE IN AN 'O.1

NEW GMC
S-15 JIMMY
_17T1\6

Archery
Supplies

4r1

SEE, FEEL, AND DRIVE
THE DIFFERENCE!

Trucks
Trailers
Buses, Inc.
U.S. 641 S.
Murray, Ky.
753-1372
GMC

4

1 2

NOTICE
The Department of Health and Human
Services, Office of Human Development
Services, Administration for Children,
Youth and Families, is seeking a sponsor for
the Head Start program serving Graves
County, Kentucky.
Applications must be from public and
private non-profit organizations such as
civic, religious, school systems, community
action agencies or unit( s) of government.
Applicants must be able to demonstrate
legal and fiscal viability, have the interest
and capability of operating a quality Head
Start program in accordance with federal
requirements. Interested applicants must
submit a written request for an application
no later than five (5 I days after the
newspaper advertisement has closed to:
John L. Jordon, Regional Program Director
Administrator for Children, Youth and
Families
101 Marietta Tower,Suite 903
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

11.8% A.P.R. Finencing

3
0

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

TRUCKS ARE WHAT
WE'RE ALL ABOUT

Play miniature golf
today at Puttertown. 2
mile North from MSU
a
dium. Open at 2:00. 50
e•nts off a game' if you
..ust say you read this
ad

THE IDEA, OF COURSE,
15 TO 6IVE YOU THE
CHANCE TO TAKE SOME
BEAUTIFUL AND MAYBE
UNUSUAL PICTURES...

For Your
Archery Needs
At Wholesale
Prices
Call
(502)759-4078
Dorton & Carroll
First Line
Bows
Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds.Pont.-Cod.

NOT NECESSARILY
OF YOUR5ELVE5_,,!

6. Help Wanted

Have 5 minutes? Call
759-4444 for an in+
spirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 7594445.

CALL TWENTY
FRIENDS AND
WIN A MILLION
DOLLARS -- BLA-BLA-4
5 5

I DON'T BELIEVE
IT-- A CHAIN

PHONE CALL

Anyone interested in
signing a petition to
replace the Ten Commandments in the
schools with Housebill 78
487, Congressional record please call
759-4400.
Glass Replacement
Work. Auto glass, patio
door glass, window
glass, plate glass,
plexiglass and mirrors
and glass table tops.
Also store front work,
and storm doors, and
windows, and screens.
M & G Complete Glass
816 Coldwater Rd. 7530180 or 753-2798.
• The only way to

or

e

a

/

11

y

remember...is ID
•
L pictures!
•witn
• CARTER STUDIO
753 8798
• 300 maim
Puttertown Factory
Outlet lamp and shades
at discount prices. 100's
available. 641 North, V2
mile from MS (-Stadium. Same as Puttertown Miniature Golf
Building. 759-1433 or
753-9786.
Visit Antique City Mall,
Hwy. 45E of Humbolt
Tn. One of the South's
largest selection of
Antique Flea Market
each weekend. Open
daily except Monday.
Call 901-784-3422.

(WHY DON'T
YOU GET OFF
/sAY BACK,
SARGE

5. Lost and Found
THE TRiCK IS TO
SNEAK IN WITHOLJT
E3LONOI E
KNOWING

Lost 2 male Siamese
cats. In vicinity of Blood
River Church of Christ.
Reward if found. Call
collect, 502-443-2082 or
502-442-7694.

6. Help Wanted

"AVANTOA4 5TEEL k-/TO
OART LIKE A BEE„Mir
LigE A BULL ELEPHANT"
.„,.710.45LE SAYING-

1. Legal Notice

SEABOARD SYSTEM RAILROAD,INC.
Office of the Superintendent
•
Nashville Division
11(3TICE TO THE PUBLIC:
Seaboard System Railroad, Inc. ("Seaboard") hereby gives
notice that on Wednesday, July 27, 1983, it will put into operation
a mobile agency based at PARIS, HENRY COUNTY, Tennessee
(the "Paris Mobile")
.which will serve and perform all railroad
agency functions at Seaboard's following stations in the State of
Tennessee:
McKenzie,State Highway Spur, and
Trezevant in Carroll County;
Henry, Paris, Puryear,Spinks,Spinks
Spur, and Whitlock in Henry
County; and
Dresden and Gleason in Weakley County;
And the following stations in the Commonwealth of Kentucky:
Hazel and Murray in Calloway County.
Gleason, McKenzie, and Paris, Tennessee, and Murray,
Kentucky, are currently agency stations, and Seaboard's agents
at Gleason, McKenzie, and Murray, would be eliminated upon
implementation of the proposed mobile agency. The other
stations listed above are nonagency stations. After the Paris
Mobile is in operation, Seaboard will remove, dismantle or
otherwise dispose of all facilities rendered surplus by said mobile
agency. Such facilities include the depot buildings at Gleason,
McKenzie, and Murray, which are used as offices for Seaboard's
McKenzie, and Murray, which are used as offices for Seaboard's
resident agents in those towns and which are not needed for other
railroad purposes.
The Paris Mobile will be in service Mondays through Fridays
from 8:00 a.m. through 5:00 p.m., local time. The bast station at
Paris will be equipped with a computer terminal which will give
the mobile agent access to Seaboard's computer center for car
tracing and mechanized billing. The Paris mobile agent will be
assigned an automobile, and he or she will call on Seaboard
customers at the above-listed stations in his or her service area
as business may require. Seaboard customers at those stations
will be able to contact the mobile agenty through a toll-free
telephone number which will be distributed to them by the
railroad and which will be published in future editions of the
telephone directories covering the above-listed stations.
Seaboard is not seeking authority to close, abandon, or cease
providing railroad freight service at any of the above-named
stations, but rather to alter the form of the agency service it
provides for those stations.
The proposed changes in agency service in the State of
Tennessee fall within the jurisdiction of the Tennessee Public
Service Commission, and anyone wishing to contact said
Commission concerning the proposed changes may do so by
writing it at Cordell Hull Building, Nashville, Tennessee 37219, or
calling it at 615/741-2754. The proposed changes in agency service
in the Commonwealth of Kentucky Railroad Commission, and
anyone wishing to contact said Commission concerning the
proposed changes may do so by writing it at 212 State Office
Building, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601, or calling it at 502/564-4640.
SEABOARD SYSTEM RAILROAD,INC.
By: I. L. Bell
Superintendent
Nashville Division

2. Notice

C 1983 Undind Feature Syncloute sox

NOTHING CAN
BE WORSE THAN
THESE ANNOYING
CHAIN LETTERS

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1972 Chevrolet Caprice,
2 door, good condition,
$600.Call 753-9516.
S250 to $500 WEEKLY
PAYCHECKS (FULLY
G UARANTEED)
working part of full
time at home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office every
Wednesday. Start immediately. No experience necessary.
National Company. Do
your work right in the
comfort and security of
your own home. Details
and application mailed.
Send your name and
address T
:
K EYSTONE INDUS
.
IRIES, HIRING
D EPT. 33, 8480
FREDERICKSBURG
RD., SAN ANTONIO,
TEXAS 78229.

23. E)

24. M

o

[WI

10. Business Opportunity

Need a Job? Youvilfnay
qualify if you:481. 16
through 21 yeart old. 2.
Dropped out of school 9
months or more. Call
C.E.T.A. Out of School,
753-9378. Two openings
now available. Five
openings July 1st.
Needed immediately.
Light housework, assist
convalescent, prepare 1
meal, 5-6 days. References required. Anytime after 12 Sat.
753-2544.
Need someone with
tractor to level dirt in
our yard Call 753-8457
RN position. Weekends
only. 12 hr. shift at 11
/
2
hourly rate. Eligible for
full benefits. Contact
Care Inn, 4th and
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 247-0200.
Receptionist- Typist
looking for mature person who is good with the
'public. Position requires excellent typing
skills and ability to
organize office work.
Some knowledge of
book keeping desireable. Send resume to
P.O. Box 270, Murray
Ky 42071.

9. Situation Wanted
Garden tilling with Troy
built tiller. Call 753-3509.
Lawn Mowing and edging. Call 753-3509.
Wanted someone to stay
with elderly lady on
Hwy. 121 near Lake.
$100 per week, room and
board. Call 436-2194.
Will babysit i
y home
day or night, 1.00 an
hour. Call 7
156 or
759-1640.
Will cut up and haul
dead limbs, brush, All
types of light hauling.
Call 474-8036.
Will do babysitting in
my home anytime. Call
759-1489.

10. Business0

19. Fa

John
plow
mowe
attic
436-22
Tiller
h.p. (
engin
Hard)

rtunity

DESIGNER JEAN AND
SPORTSWEAR STORE
lietiessel Cowpony offers
Iowa. opportonity
nationally advertised
bessmis et sabsteerttal sayings te yew (=teasers. TWs
is fee tbe fealties, winded
person waned te ewe end
operate this higli profit
hosioess.
821,000.00 investment
Includes books* leveetory, flirter's, simples,
training, yawl Greeks sad
Mr fore (1) penes to terperish *Wein center.

FOR BROCHURE AND
INFORMATION CALI
TOLL FREE I -800-23 I.

I AM 'GOING TO PT.1 A
LOCAL FAMILY IN
BilINESS. 12 year old
company .has high profit
dealership available in
your area. Turn-key
program. This is not an
employment solicitation. We are professionals at establishing people in their own
business with income
potential of $50,000
yearly. Must have $3,
600 (refundable) to
cover original inventory, etc. for details call
Gary collect (404) 9690460.

13. For Sale or Trade
- For sale or trade.
Tractor, 70 h.p. Farmall
706. 753-4197 after 7p.m.

" 14. Want to Buy
Want to buy a baby bed.
Call 762 4696

15. Articles for Sale
CABINET REMODELING. Solid oak
paneled doors w/cabinet pro way. Save
cabinets by H.S. Dublin,
(502) 247-7346.
FOR SALE. New
shipment of desks,
chairs, and file
cabinets. Fold,ing tables
and chairs. ROSS &
SONS SALVAGE, Martin, TN 38237, phone
901-587-2420.
Intelevision Master
Component, $125. 26
cartridges, $15.75 each.
Call 753-4783.
Swing set for sale, good
condition, $3. 753-7231.
Window Fan, 20", 3
speed, reversible, metal
blades, thermostat
control, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

16. Home Furnishings
6 rooms of used furniture. Some antiques.
753-9606.
Couch, 8 ft long, Brown
and cream stripes, Call
759-1955 after 5 PM.
Glass top table 40",
Rattan Base, 4 rattan
backed chairs, rust
fabric cushions, brass
stands. 5300. Call 7538545.
Good looking refinished
buffet. 753-9248.
Refrigerator, Hot Point,
19 cu ft, Almond. Call
759-1955 after 5 PM.
Two matching L+azy
Boy recliners, very
good condition, reasonably priced. Call
753-3203.
White Nod-away baby
crib and mattress, like
new. Call 474-8045.

19. Farm Equipment

AA12
O

Sell Steel Buildings for
manufacturer, dealership, no inventory investment, big earnings
in sales and construction. WedgCor 800-525_ 9240 for area available.

2 Row John Deere Corn
Planter, excellent condition. 753-5561.
Hale Gooseneck trailer,
2 axle, 20' flat bed,
S1,800. 3 point hitch fork
lift fits any farm tractor, raises 8', S500. Call
753-5181.
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19. Farm Equipment

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

John Deere 140 Tractor,
plow, trailer, extra
mower deck. 42" inch
attic fan. 19" color T.V.
436-2261.
Tillers, chain drive, 5
h.p. Briggs and Stratton
engines. $269.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris

Aluminum extension
ladders. 14 ft. $38.99, 16
ft. $42.99, 20 ft. $54.99, 24
ft. $69.99, 28 ft. $97.99, 32
ft. $137.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Fiberglass tubs and
shoWer comb., $159.
Marble top vanity, $65.
Particle Board, $3.99.
Celotex, $3.99. Shingles,
$17.95 sq. Roll Roofing,
$9.95. Check our prices
on treated lumber.
Wynn Discount Building
Supplies, 601 Poplar,
Benton, Ky. 527-1553.
Minolta Electrographic
101 Copy Machine, good
condition, including
good price on paper and
supplies. Call 753-1266.
Pine Lumber, un
planed,2x4, 8ft .90 each,
1x4 8 ft, 45 each. Call
435-4494.

iOne bedroom unfurnished duplex apartment near University,
a.c., fireplace, and
large yard. Call 753-2234
for appointment
Unfurnished 2 BR, living room, kitchen, utility, bath, carpeted, air
conditioner, refrigerator, stove, oven, garbage disposal, dishwasher. $250 month.
$250 deposit, 1 year
lease, South 16th across
from West View Nursing Home. 753-3865 Or
753- 2622.

23. Exterminating
SERVALL
Termite Pest
Control Co.
free Estimates. 20 Yrs. Experience. license, beaded,
nnnnn d. Cell evesiags,
7531779. Ask for Eddie

24. Miscellaneous

26. TV-Radio

SAVE-A-LOT

/
2
" G.E. B&W T.V.,
111
$50. Cabinet Stereo
AM-FM Radio, radio in
good condition, stereo
not presently operating,
$40. Ray McKinzie,
901 498-8950

Discount Foods

Pink Grapefruit
46 oz.
69
'

SATELLITE ANTENNA
Complete 8'System

Only $1495.

Everyday Low Price
Satisloctioa

SAVE-A-LOT

frerythiog ended to hook
to yom TV.
713 S. 12th
753-7575

Discount Foods

CLAYTON'S T.V.

Aluminum Foil

27. Mobile Home Sales
10x55 nice 1 BR, a.c.,
gas heat furnished, wet
bar, $2,500. 753-4070.
12x50 2 BR, $3,500 or
best offer. 489-2767.
12x60 Mobile Home. All
electric, partly furnished. Call 489-2475.
1972 model, 2 BR, 2
baths, partly furnished
on 105'x187' lot, 4 miles
east of Murray. Built on
garage and porch. $8,
250 or best offer. 7530457.
1983 Buchaneer 24x52, 3
BR, 2 full baths, furnished with appliances,
will move. $28,000 or
best offer. 474-8882 after
5p.m

12"x25'

49'
Everyiley Lew Price
Satisfoction
Gemanteed

SAVE-A-LOT
Discount Foods

Wk. or Cr. Style
Corn
1601. Can

29c

mity

Everyday Low Price
Satisfoction
Goaranteed
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Rear Tine Tillers,
Briggs and Stratton
engine, chain drive, 3
forward speed and reverse. 5 h.p. $499.99, 8
h.p. $599.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
Boyer, 753-0338.
Stainless Steel Kitchen
Sinks, double compartment, 4 hole, self
rimming, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Wood for sale. $22.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 4928979 after 5p.m.
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28. Mobile Home Rentals

•
•

2 BR, water furnished.
Call 753-2850 or 435-4278.
2 BR, water furnished.
753-9240.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

31. Want to Rent
Three bedroom house in
or near Murray. Call
753-0848.

32. Apts. For Rent
1 BR apt., $80 month,
stove, refrigerator and
water furnished. Lynn
Grove. 753-7874.
2 BR apt. in town,
753-9240.

We do all types of
sand blasting and we
also mount trailer hitches.

Air conditioner, refrigerator, range, electric heat, carpeted,
private bath and entrance, couples only. 1617
Ryan Ave. 753-2823.
One bedroom furnished
or unfurnished. 2 bedroom furnished, lease
and deposit, adults only,
no pets. Call 753-9208
after 4p.m.

Murray Livestock
and Trailer
Sales
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-5334

ATTENTION

Ister
. 26
each.
good
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Dodge

Chrysler Corp. Retirees & Spouses.
Do you know that you can buy a
new Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge car
or truck for 3% under dealer cost?
For Information Call
Bob Harrington At
Murray Chrysler-Dodge
(502)753-7114

DodgeTruals
Plymouth

Furnipies.
rown
Call

40",
attan
rust
Dross
753.
shed

point,
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baby
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bed,
fork
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Gold

Silver

Closed
Yesterday
416-00
Opened Today 416.00
No Change

Closed
11.75
Yesterday
Opened Today 11.85
.10
Up

Compliments of:

GOLD IL SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

We buy Gold, Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours. 10-8 Daily.
12-5 Sunday.

TENDER LOVING
CARE
Free Estimates
759-1834
759-9754
Bonded, Local and Mature

Large corner lot, East
Y subdivision. Call 7533241 after 4 PM.

Fence saws at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

4 Bedroom home., y 76
acres, 25 acres fenced
pasture, barns, pond,
stream, tree farm, can
divide. 436-2625.

46. Homesfor Sale

Architectural Masterpiece. Contemporary
style 5 bedroom home in
exclusive subdivision.
5200 sq ft of living area
33. Roomsfor Rent
j,,with all the amenities
Boy's and girl's rooms for luxurious family
for rent, 1 block from living. One of Murray's
Alversity. Call 753-1812 finest most unique
or 759-9580.
homes. Phone
(75334. Housesfor Rent
12 2)KOP ERDREALTY for a personal
One bedroom apart- inspection.
ment for $135 monthly. Charming is the word
Four bedroom home for this small home.
near university. Both Economical gas heat,
are available im- large kitchen with apmediately and have pliances, nicely defurnished appliances. corated in earth tones,
For more information close to the tiversity
call Spann Realty As- and priced in the 20's.
soc. 753-7724.
KOPPERD REALTY
Two bedroom, 2 bath 753-1222.
house with appliances FmHA APPROVED!! 3
and garage. Overlook- BR, den, separate dining lake. $250 plus ing room, utility and
deposit. Strout Realty, garage. Everything
753-0186.
your family needs in
Vacation? Attractive 2 this extra nice frame
BR, 2 bath, completely home on 1)4 acres. Must
furnished town house on see to appreciate at this
beach. Gulf Shores, price $36,200. For more
Alabama. For reserva- information .call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
tion call 205-968-6250.
New and exclusively
different listing in Can37. Livestock-Supplies
terbury Estates. Be
2 year old Polled autiful custom built 4
Hereford bull, Gold bedroom, 21 :2 bath,
Standard Victorious Colonial Farm Style
K 47U 81. Augus Bull home. Pegged hardCalves by Traitleader wood floors, chair rails,
Schearbrook. McCrory custom built kitchen
Farms, Benton, Ky. wpantry and
527-3767.
microwave. Two decks
Horses Boarded. Stalls for outdoor enjoyment.
and pasture. Space KOPPERD REALTY,
available. $20 per 753-1222.
month. 753-3010.
Owner moved out of
state and must sell
38. Pets-Supplies
property to help reloAKC black Labrador cate. Two bedroom
Retrievers, 3 males left, frame home, clean-up
shop and stable. One
5100. 623-8813.
acre of land, Fenced
Cock-a-poos, 8 wks. old,
back yard. Storm doors
wormed. 753-0747.
and windows and R-30
insulation. City water
41. Public Sale
available. Offers urged.
$29,000. Roberts Realty,
ublic Auction 753-1651.
WHAT YOLVE ASNewly 200 MOBILE HOMES
KED FOR! Well built,
SINGLES • DOUBLES
well maintained home
will be sold to the
in the country on two
highost bidder
large treed lots, central
JULY 16, 1903
ROWAN
electric heat and air
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
also there's a fireplace
SALISBURY. NORTH
for your winter enjoyCAROLINA
Oon't mess thrs complete Irourdetron ment and for smmer
of new and used mobrle homes. ALL enjoyment a sun porch
1977-1983 models. All cleaned and glassed in lots of other
ready to go ALL SELL TO THE features for you and
HIGHEST BIDDER. Buy one or
just now on the market.
several Save thousands of dollars
Call 753-1492 at Century
Voewing three days prior to sale
Terms cash or guaranteed bank let- 21 Loretta Jobs
ter of credn. Dealers nyaird Sale Realtors.
tome 10 a.m Sat. July 18.t Rowan
County Farrgrounds. Saltsbury.
North Cerokne
47. Motorcycles
Call for detained brochure_
17041 63345632
1978 Honda 750 with
Wheela Mobile Home
windshield, backrest
Auction Company
and back bar. 753-1597.
NCAL No 3062
1979 Honda 750LE. Call
436-5519.
43. Real Estate
1979 XS 400 Yamaha,
3,400 miles. Call after
For sale by owner, 35 8p.m. 435-4383.
acres, 1'2 mile from
Kentucky Lake, pond, 1980 Harley-Davidson
level ground, excellent Sporster. 1000 cc. 7,000
building site. $17,500. miles. Excellent condition. $2,900. Call 753-5845
759-1718.
before 3p.m.
1980 Yamaha, 400, exPurdom & Thurman
cellent condition. Must
Insurance 14
sell, $675. Call 901-247Real Estate
5241.
Southside Court Sq.
1981 3 Wheeler 185S,
good condition, $800.
Murray, Kentucky
753-9741.
753-4451
1982 Honda 3 Wheeler
185-5, like new. Call
759-4663 after 4p.m.
STROUT
Honda Golden Wing
1000, matching helmets,
REALTY
excellent condition. 5277920.
Office Coast to Cant
Kawasaki 100KV.
753Buyers from Everywhere
5561.
Reliable Service Sinai 1900
1912 Coldwater Rood
48. Auto Services
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Import Auto Salvage,
(S02)753-0116
New and used parts,
Anytime
Call 474-2325.
JOEL. KEMPION
Broker
Various used auto parts
for sale. Especially
Licensed & Bonded
Pontiac parts. Call after
lp.m. 753-7849.

49. Used Cars

502) 753-131•6
%
I

1969 Ford Fairlane,
great condition, p.s.,
automatic, over 20
miles per gallon , $550.
759-1959.
1970 Nova with 327 with
3 speed in floor. Needs
paint. $350. After 5p.m.
call 753-9282.
1973 Mercury Montego
Station Wagon, runs
good,$300. 753-1503.
1974 Honda Civic,
automatic, has very
good engine, $950 or
best offer. Call 753-6564
9a m -9p.m. only.
1976 Grand Torino
brown Station Wagon is
top shape and appearance. AIntost-new tires.
$1,200. Call Sid Jobs,
436-2180.
1977 Chevrolet Chevette, automatic with air,
$1495. Call 489-2595.

304 N. 12th, Murray,
Ky.
Sales Associates,
Evening Phones
Prentice Doan - 753-5725.
Jean Bird - 753-3514,
lobby Haley • 489-2266.
Ray Reaves - 753-2417.

Our interest in you

pays off.

A Ovirisa.4(1 I ilnallrtis.

T.L.C. MAID SERVICE
Will clean your home, office or
business with:

53. Services Offered

1977 Dodge Colt, good
condition. 753-9924.
1977 Fleetwood
4rotighan Cadillac, all
Txtras, very fine condition, $5,400. Call
759-4611.
1978 Datsun B210, 96,000
miles, C. B., radio,
cassette player, 1 owner, excellent condition,
Make offer. 753-9786 or
759-1433.
1978 Dodge Magnum,
tops needs fenders and
header panel, $1,275
Call 753-7413 after 5p.m.
1978 Honda Civic, a.c.,
good condition, $2,700 or
best offer. 759-4526.

45. Farms for Sale

MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY
REALTY

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

44. Lots for Sale

49. Used Cars

Appointments mode
for your convenience.
Fell time sales
associates evening
phoess.
Ames McCarty . 753-2241
Theresa kaigit . . 153-172I
Jere Betswart 7531aw
153-2511
FAY Slam
7531471
AEI Iteilart

1979 Camaro Rally
Sport, 4 speed, $3,800.
Call 753-9673.
1979 Trans Am, t-top
louvers, wire wheels,
other extras, 58,000
miles. 502-658-3461 after
5:30.

.or

Arit 411. +11. .0 VI ▪

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359 or 753-6973, nights
474-2276.
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate

Early Bird
Discount 10%
Roof Prob
7

50. Used Trucks
1976 Dodge Pickup
Short Wheel Base, a.c.,
p.s., p.b., mag wheels.
Call after 8 p.m.
435-4383.
1978 Renegade Jeep,
new soft top, $3,500.
759-1365.
1980 Datsun, Long
wheel base, 5 speed,
43000 miles, Call 7537787after 5 PM

ii

vsaveziss
011•141
AE*4*

Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Call
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135

51. Campers
Harmon and Malone.
Complete remodeling
from ground to roof top.
Free estimates.
492-8183. Evenings, 753
0790 or 436-2107.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
52. Boats-Motors
repeat customers.
14 ft. V-bottom boat, 15 Licensed and Insured.
h.p. Evinrude motor We move the furniture
and trailer. Everything free. Free estimates, 24
in good working condi- hour service, 1111
tion. 753-9248. Also 3 h.p. Sycamore. 753-5827.
lawn mower.
Lawn mower and tiller
repair. Wayne Wilson. 3
miles South on 121 or
call 753-5086.
Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
air condition, gas inYou'll Enjoy The
Summer
stallation and repair.
Lake This
Phone 753-7203.
With This 23 Ft.
Fiberglass Cruiser,
sleeps 4, 155 omc
Sharp And In GOod
Mobile Home Anchors,
Condition.
widerpinniag roofs sealed,
759-1987
aluminum patios. Awnings &
carpets SWIM end doable.
or 362-8343
Jack Glover 753-1173.

1963 26' Airstream
camper, fully equipped,
good condition. Call
436-5506.
27' Dodge Champion
Motor Home, good
condition. Call 527-7920.
Avion Motor Home,
5,900 miles, w/vw diesel
tow car. $35,000 value.
Cash or trade offers
considered. Paris Landing (901) 232-8398.

BOAT
FOR SALE

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered
Mitchell Paving and
Hauling. Asphalt paving, sealing, striping.
Stone, gravel, etc.
Phone 753-1537.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
'PAINTING. ,
&
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*

TF

*

Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
354-6956. Earl Lovett.

B ILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
The bird season is
here. Your chimney
needs screening.
Call
762-4792 435-4348
PaperhangPainting
Exterior,
ing, Interior
Commercial
Residential, 20 years, references, free estimates. Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
Fire Wood. Tree trimming and removing
hedges and shrubs.
Free estimates.
753-5476.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026.

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753-8886
(home).

Moine. Service Co.
31111 aid vioyl site!,
costom trim work.
lottreoces. Call Will E
iley,153-0689.
Bob's Home Improvement, 17 years building
experience, remodeling, additions, concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintenance.
Call 753-4501.
CARPENTER WORK,
all kinds, 30 years
experience and references. Call George,
436-22531
CampbA's Tree Service. Topping, trim m ing and removal.
Fully insured. 1-502-5270918.
Concrete, block, brick,
basements, foundations, drive-ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. Free es476.
timates. Call 753-5,
Lake -Refrigeration All brands of air conditioners and refrigerators repaired.
474-8841.

HOT
HOT
HOT
Who will mow
yards when it's
this HOT.
Murray
Lawn
Service
759-4414 Of
759-9246

wire,dingo.elawellk .1P-4*
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ATTENTION
HOMEOWNERS: If
your drive has lost it's
original color or is
cracking and chipping
you can save yourself
money by protecting it
now. Murray Lawn
Service is offering a
summer special on
sealing driveways to
protect them from water, oil and other corrosives and extend it's
life and regain it's
color. So give us a call
today at 759-4414 or
759-9246 and protect
your investment.
Air Conditioner, Dryer,
Washer and Freezer;
repaired. Call Sure-Fix
Appliance and Refrigerator Service. 7591322.

Aluminum' sad 11 1
iding and Aluminum
rim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jack Glover
753-1873

LIME
Nadia, and costes
Spreadiag
Bobby Mohler
753-6692.
WILL MOW LAWNS!
759-4.414 or 759-9246.
Will do plumbing, carpentry, painting, haul•
ing and roofing. Call
753-9600.
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Layton Hutson
753-4545.
Will mow lawns, trim
shrubs, odd jobs. Call
489-2471.
ipmEmolloomor

ROSS
ROOFING
All

roofing,

types

Need work on your
local references. Free
trees? Topping, prunEstimates. All work
ing, shaping, complete
Days
guaranteed.
removal and more. Call
753-6581, nights
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro759-1859.
fessional tree care.
753-0338.
Old and Antique _radios
56. Free Column
repaired. Parts, tubes
and service available.
Free puppies, part Lab,
753-3798.
part German Shepherd.
759-9906.
P ROFESSIONAL
CARPET CARE.
57. Wanted
Offers: •Traffic Area
Treatment. .Spot ReLAND NEEDED FOR
AR
moval. •Furniture
OL
PROFESSIONAL
S
GREENHOLES. 4 to 8
Moving. .Exclusive
PAINTING
Cleaners. •Power Exacres with hills facing
Interior & Exterior,
South. Must have water
traction. •Raking or
rates.
Call
reasonable
and land available for
Nap Brushing. .Carpet
Keith Block 753-6244
2
acre pond. Should
Protection. We pledge
have minimum housing
to live up to our name,
or 753-0839 for free
fr family. Call (513)
to give you the most
ggimate.
professional work
• 662-3541 after 6p.m.
possible, using professional equipment
applied by professionals. Professional
Carpet Care. Murray, 1111•••■•••111011•16•1••■•••••• JLA •
K.502-753-0274.

ARn

Vernon's Frontier Trading Post
and
Gold & Silver Jewelers Inc.
IS
NOW OPEN

753-8299

NIONTGOMJERN

Catalog Sales Agency -

Special Value
Gas Grill With
Redwood Shelf

In Their New Location

In Olympic Plaza
OpenriDaily 9-9 Sunday 1-6

$139'
16 ft. Cherokee Alum.
Bass Boat, trolling motor, depth finder,
AM/FM cassette
stereo, 60 h.p. Johnson,
$1,900. Call 753-6244 or
753-0839.
17 ft Hydrastream, 175
Evinrude, drive on
trailer, stereo, extra
guages. Excellent condition, Call 436-5681 or
436-5584.
1980 Sea Safe runabout
boat with 80 HP Mariner motor, excellent
condition. Call 759-1030
after 5 PM.

53. Services Offered
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300 Main

OUTLOOK
CHIROPRACTIC
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
By

LOW BACK PAIN
Whether you cough, tie your
shoes, lift a bundle or bend to
smell • flower, when your spine is
in a weakened condition, you
flirt with low back pain. Its impossible to avoid all movements
or activities that cause this problem, but you can reduce injury
risk with proper chiropractic treatment and guidance.
Chiropractic adjustments restore alignment of the various
spinal segments. Available healing
methods include correction of
every subluxation (misalignment)
found in your spine. Postural
guidance, traction, stretching, relaxation guidelines, and muscle-

strengthening exercibes ire all
geared to rebuild strength in your
lower back and to protect against
future occurrences. Regular chiropractic adjustments help you
enjoy a balanced spine that is
healthfully pain-free.
Presented as a service
community by

to

the

Broeringmeyer
Health Awareness Center
4 Miles East Hwy.94
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Phone(502)753-2962
Out of State 1400-626-3386
Hours: 8 a.m.to 5p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952

Ahrininvwe and Vinyl
Siding,

Custom

trim

work. Rolorences.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753-0659.

elf>
Quality... Service
Company
Heating and A!,
Condittonng
Sales. So-es and
Modern
Ser• ICe
Sheet Metal Set
vcepeporrments

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Paper Dolls

753-8181

Aluminum
Service
Co.

753-9290

RANDY t
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

The carrier limier ter soles
sad service in Morrey end
Calloway County 102
Clesteet

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351 / 753-5352

Paper

Hangers

SC? •• `

Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

ones & ray
Upliolstery
105 N. 7th
753- fte

qt

•
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HEALTH

OBITUARIES

Colon is spastic

Mrs. H911an's funeral Sunday Rites Sunday for Mrs. Carter

•

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
She was married Nov.
Services for MrscSlara
She is.survived by her
20,
1910,
weriwSunto
K.M. Carter
hasbaht, William H. Foust Carter
spasms and the colon can teft. Now I'm 73. years old
"Milani two daughters, day .at 2 p.m. in. the who died in 1944. Two DEAR DR LAMB — I centage id the general pub- then have
a disturled cOn- and it's starting to grow
lic
does
tiave
some
feature
experiencing
have
been
Mrs. Dorothy Smith, chapel of McEvO4, sons, Ednard. Earl
traction rhythm that causes back and feels heavy at
probof
a
spastic
colon
part
of
the
think
is
a
colon
what
1
Peoria, ;II., and Mrs. Funeral Home.. Paris, Carter.. arfri Marion lem for about 10.years. My time.
pain in other areas, too — times.
Francis Swift, Rt. 5, .Tenn. The Rev:` Douglas Carter, and seven symptoms include pain in There is a valve where the sometimes quite severe What do you suggest
brothers also preceded the abdominal area that colon joins the small intes- pain.
Mayfield; Mo sons, Bennett officiated.
doing? This doctor passed
There are Many.things a away years ago.
Pallbearers were Ron her in death.
Gerald W. Hollan,
moves aroyd from my left tine. When it is shut, it
Mrs. Carter was a side to the navel area, and blocks the passage between person can' do to minimize DEAR READER — You
Peoria, Ill., and James Colson, Kennie 'Colson,
Larry Carter, Lou member of the Shiloh tremendous gas pressure. the large intestine and the the pain and discomfort musts•,see a doctor and let
W. Hollan, Cadiz.
from spastic colon
him examine your neck.
Six surviving sisters Carter, Randy Carter, United Methodist Church. Could it be that my colon is small intestine. That pre- lems. These include probbulk, What you have now may not
Born May 11, 1891, in irritated, clamps down at vents gas from the colon or
are Mrs. Jessie Mason, Terry Carter and Rex
proper
diet
and
good
habits.
Henry County, Tenn., she times and won't allow food food material from backing I have discussed these in The be at all what you had as a
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Carter.
into your small intestine.
young girl. While I don't
was the daughter of the to pass, causing tremendous When
the
Shiloh
Burial
was
in
Virline Morgan, Murray,
you have a spastic Health Letter 16-4, Spastic want to frighten you, there is
gas and pressure? In my
Mrs. Avis Crouch, Mrs. Cemetery at Mansfield, late Ed Foust and Martha case it is relieved only by a colon the lower colon, before Colon, Irregularity and always the possibility that
Cole Foust.
Pauline Elliott and Mrs. Tenn.
continual stream of belching it enters the rectum, goes Constipation, which I am you could have a cancer or
Mrs. Carter is survived — sometimes for hours.
Mrs. Carter. 92,
into spasm, shutting off pas- sending you. Others who even an enlargement of
Magdalene Gill,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Mansfield, Tenn., died by one daughter, Mrs. The doctors I have seen sage of gases and undigested want this issue can send 75 something besides your
cents with a long, stamped,
Haline Creek, Henderson. Friday at the Murray- Starkie (Elaine) Colson, say it's just something I'll food residue. The gas in the self-addressed envelope
for thyroid.
don't
colon
is
trapped
and
the
to
live
with.
I
have
County.
Murray;
one son, K.M.
Also surviving are four Calloway
it to me,in care of this news- Otherwise, it is interesting
trapped
gas
causes
a
lot
want
to
spend
the
rest
of
my
of
Carter, Paris, Tenn.; two
brothers, Davis Wyatt Hospital.
symptoms people com- paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio that you write from an area
sisters, Mrs. Edna Col- life this way. I would appre- the
and Raymond Wyatt, Mt.
ciate any suggestions you plain about. When the spasm City Station, New York, NY that had salt mines in the
lins, Paris, and Mrs. Hat- may provide.
state when you were young
Clemons, Mich., Luther
or cramp relaxes and the 10019.
tie Walker, Missouri.
Wyatt, Pontiac, • Mich.,
DEAR READER — Your distended colon can evacu- DEAR DR. LAMB — I and the salt contained no
Nine grandchildren, 13 theory is partially correct in ate gas and waste material, had a goiter in my neck iodine. Areas where iodine
and Wesley Wyatt, Rt. 1,
deficiency existed did indeed
great-grandchildren and terms of what happens when the discomfort ceases.
when I was 16 and my doc- cause
Kirksey.
large numbers of thyhave
a
spastic
colon.
You
can't
belch
it
out
you
two
great-greattor
at
that time had me take roid goiters and 'they
Eleven grandchildren,
The funeral for Rollie
incidentally,
surveys
because
the
colon
does
not
drops of iodine in a glass of
two step-grandchildren, Farley was Sunday at 2 grandchildren also sur- And
show that a very high per- connect to the small intes- water. He also painted the responded to iodine. We
three great- p.m. in the chapel of Col- vive.
don't see that problem in the
tine or stomach.
growth on the outside of my
Mrs. Eva Lee Wyatt, grandchildren and two lier Funeral Home, BenYou can have pain from neck with iodine. Well, it United States or Canada
,n more.
82, Rt. 1, Alin°, died step-great-grandchildren ton. The Rev. Marvin
Buell and the Rev. Jim
Saturday at 1 p.m. at her also survive.
Phillips officiated.
home. Her husband,
Thomas Alvin Wyatt.
Burial was in ;the Mar- By The Associated Press
Charles Schwenker, 73
shall County Memory
died Aug.5, 1963.
Seven people died in of Louisville, died just
Gardnes.
Tle deceased was a
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT- INVESTMENTS
weekend traffic accidents before midnight Saturday
Mr. Farley. 75, Rt. 8, in Kentucky,said police.
member of the Hickory
after his car collided with
Benton, died Friday at
Grove Church of Christ.
Two ShepherdSville another at Dixie Highway
Born Sept. 10, 1900,4, in
The funeral for Mrs. 9:50 p.m. at Marshall residents died in separate and Wingfield Lane. JefMarshall County,she was Etta Dick, widow of County Hospital, Benton. accidents over the ferson
County police said
Goodyear
33 +48
the daughter of the late Amos Dick, was Sunday He was a member of the weekend. Bullitt County
Prices furnished by First of
the other driver, Charles
Gulf Oil
38 unc.
William Lee and Sarah at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Benton Church of the officials said Jesse
Michigan.
Webb, 24, also of
I.B.M
12214 +11g
Ellan Lee.
Blalock -Coleman Nazarene.
James Underwood, 60, Louisville, was released Industrial Average
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J.C. Penney
63% -%
Survivors are his wife, died a 3 p.m. Saturday
Mrs. Wyatt is survived Funeral Home. The Rev.
after being treated at a
Jerico
221,4 -L8
by two daughters, Mrs. Ronnie Adams and Dr. Mrs. Maudean Farley; when his truck ran off Ky.
local hospital. No charges Air Products
497/8 +%
Johnson & Johnson
48/
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one son, Louis Farley, 1020 and struck a tree
Lucille Gore, Detroit, Jerrell White officiated.
were filed.
/
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35%
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353,4
Ashland
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Mart
Benton;
Mich., and Mrs. Louise
one
sister,
Mrs.
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near Shepherdsville.
A Flemingsburg cou- American Telephone
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Mary Kay Cosm
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Treas, Sarcoxie, Mo.; of Poplar Spring Baptist Henrietta Johnson, BenDawn Anne Snodgrass, ple, Lee and Oetia Mc- Chrysler
293/4 unc.
Penwalt
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/
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two sons, W.D. Wyatt, Church with Dan ton; half sister, Mrs. 19, also of Shepherdsville,
ClaM, both 68, died when Dupont
49%
Quaker Oats
491'4 -1'2
Southgate, Mich., and Hargrave as leader, Mrs. Lorene Timmons, Har- died about 3 a.m. Sunday
their car ran off Ky. 32 Emerson Electric
59%
Texaco
35 -38
John Wyatt, Rt. 1, Almo; Dan (Carol) Kelly as din; two half brothers, when her car ran off
near Morehead, police Ford
55%
U.S. Tobacco
323/4 +L4
one brother, Lonnie Lee, pianist and Mrs. Keith Alfred Downing, Gilbert- Cedar Grove Road, about
said.
163/4
Wal Mart
84% +4
G.A.F.
Lincoln Park, Mich.
Hazel Jean) Brandon as sville, and Virgil Down- three miles east of
Dennis Puckett, 20 of General Dynamics
56%
17% -L4
Wendy's
ing, Oregon; three grand- Shepherdsville,
Thirteen grandchildren organist.
said state Winchester, died early General Motors
71%
Wetterau
20% -111
and 27 greatPallbearers were Elmo children.
police.
Saturday, when his car General Tire
36%
grandchildren also sur- Boggess, Terry Byerly,
ran off Todds Road in Goodrich
391
/
2
C.E.F. Yield
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vive.
Ken Borgarding, Dale
Fayette County and
The funeral is today at Campbell, Buddy Rust was
harvested from an
Producers with eligible struck a tree.
2 p.m. in the chapel of and David Durham.
John L. Logdon, 19 of
eligible farm and has not 1983 crop wheat stored in
Blalock -Coleman
Burial was in Elm been sold prior to the
Lexington, died about 10
STOCKS- MUNICIPAL BONDS- MUTAL FUNDS
cerstructure
on
approved
an
Funeral Home. 0. D. Grove Cemetery.
tification.
minutes later after his
in
a
farm
or
the
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
McKendree and Lindon
Mrs. Dick, 83, Rt. 6,
warehouse covered by a motorcycle ran off
Ferguson are officiating. died Friday at 1:10 p.m.
The producer can obGreenwich Pike, about
Singers from the in the Long Term Care tain the loan, redeem the uniform grain storage
nine miles north of LexConcrete, Pea Gravel,
Hickory Grove Church of Unit of the Murray- loan collateral and sell it agreement may receive a
ington.
support
price
regular
KV( STUMP
Christ with Dan Wyatt as Calloway County to CCC. The producer
The deaths raise the
loan for the wheat and
FEDERAL
leader are providing the Hospital.
REMOVAL
then will be eligible to im- earn storage payments state's traffic fatality
MATERIALS
wt :on remove stumps up
song service.
She is survived by four mediately receive the
count to 321 this year,
to 24 below the ground
Serving as pallbearers sisters, Mrs. Clovis Byer- payment-in-kind from for up to five months
compared to 347 for the
435 4343 or 435 4319
PIK
on
the
beginning
are Marty Wyatt, David ly, Mrs. Dock Bogtess, CCC inventory. However,
same
period last year.
availability
date.
Wyatt, Larry Wyatt, Mrs. Jim Hammon and these producers will not
Dwight Treas, James H. Mrs. Leo Remero; two receive the proceeds of
Brown and Kerrnet Lee.
brothers, Guy and Rudy the sale of the wheat to
Burial will follow in Dunn; half sister, Mrs. CCC until their PIK
Stewart Cemetery.
Geneva Merrell; half availabilty date, Block
brother, Buddy Dunn.
said.

, Final rites for Mrs.
Mavis Hollan were Sunday at 2 pm' in tllt
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. thef(ev.
R. B.Cope officiatedii
Pallbearers were Roy
B. Mason, Forrest
Hollan, Calvin Beach,
Gerald W. Hollan, Jr.,
William Allen Hollan and
Richard Hollan, active;
Leonard Crouch, Ralph
Morgan, H.L. Creek and
Raymond Elliott,
honorary.
Burial was in Hollan
Cemetery in Graves
County.
Mrs. Hollan, 73, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Friday at
10:40 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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Rollie Farley
dies Friday

Funeral today
for Mrs. Wyatt

Seven die in accidents

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Rites Sunday
for Mrs. Dick

Stock market

Wheat...

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

753-3355

Mrs. Grogan
dies Sunday

4
Ad0 (g/

Mrs. Manon Grogan,
81, wife of William
Stanley Grogan, Fern
Terrace Lodge, died Sunday at 3:35 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
funeral and burial arrangements.
GEOGRAPHICAL
The geographical
center of the continental
United States below
Canada is a few miles
west of Castle Rock, S.D..
according to Rand
McNally's "Road Atlas."
The population center of
the country, however —
the point from which the
total population is evenly
distributed — is now just
outside DeSoto, Mo.

Mary Smith Is Going To
SAVE A BUNDLE...

That Dreg GM isedingX
Gazazine GM Parts
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some Karla
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She's Buying Before The July is! Price Increases!
1977 Chevy Bonanza
# White, red cloth,
brakes,.
mirrors, power
steering, power
air condition, radio,
miles

Buy Now And Save At

JOE SMITH CARPET
CENTER

DWAIN TAYLOR
753-26C17HEVR 0 LET
i

A .,

641 S. Murray

SHEVR °LET

•

Chestnut

)1(ib
753-1314

(3
4\6
11
7
.
1T0113 Street

STEAK and PIZZA
Catering &
Private Room
HOUSE
Delivery
For 40
20 oz.Steak For Two Includes
3otatoeBread,

Reg. $1/5

PLUSH
CARPETING
10% off

SCOTCH GUARD
TREATED
$169
10
Sq. Yd.
12'& 15' Widths

French Dip(Hot Roast Beef)
Includes Potato

411MMIIMRIMII

HILO
SHAGS
$100 Off Per Sq. Yd.
COMMERCIAL
CARPET

All Pizzas 20% Off All Pizzas

Reg.

ALL IN STOCK

Now $299

ALL IN STOCK

ENDS JUNE 30TH

AUTOMOTIVE
CARPET

VINYL

FOR THE
DO-IT-YOUR-SELFER

10%

Joe Smith Carpet Center
Professional Installation

IN STOCK

-

ARTIFICIAL
GRASS

I

6'& 12' Widths
Marine Grade
$4
"Sq. Yd.

Professional Carpet Cleaning

SOUTH 4TH -ST. OLD ICE PLANT BLDG.

-0•••

767 L.
C
°

4.

and Our All You Can Eat Salad Bar.

Now1
$ 1 95

ALL IN-STOCK

fit
.'
444
SII*4
\
•"
*
./.410.

\

MON.-FRI.8-5 SAT.8-4

753-6660

